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SCHEDULE

9:00 Federal Tax Update
F Tax issues coming out of the pandemic, including PPP and ERC
F Biden Administration tax proposals
F Other federal tax hot topics
Dan Eller, Schwabe Williamson & Wyatt PC, Portland
Alee Soleimanpour, Schwabe Williamson & Wyatt PC, Portland

9:45 Transition

9:50 What Every Non-Tax Lawyer Needs to Know About State and Local Tax (SALT)
F A high-level overview of general state and local tax concepts and issues
F An update on significant Oregon state and local tax developments
F National SALT trends that should be on your radar
Nikki Dobay, Eversheds Sutherland, Sacramento

10:35 Break

10:50 Property Tax Tips
F Basic overview of property tax law
F Measure 50
F Identifying client valuation issues
Cynthia Fraser, Foster Garvey PC, Portland

11:35 Lunch

12:15 Tax Aspects of Operating Agreements
F General tax considerations for drafting operating agreements
F Role and responsibilities of the partnership representative
F Determining partners’ distributions and allocations
F Tax impacts of electing S status
Kate Roth, Tonkon Torp LLP, Portland

12:45 Transition

12:50 For Show or Dough? Is Changing Your Entity’s Domicile Beneficial?
F Benefits of changing domicile
F When changing domicile makes sense
F How to change domicile
F Examples involving Oregon
Eric Robertson, Miller Nash LLP, Portland

1:20 Transition

1:25 IRS and Oregon Department of Revenue (ODR) Collection Alternatives
F Statutes of limitations
F IRS alternatives: currently not collectible (CNC), offer in compromise (OIC), and installment 

agreement (IA)
F ODR alternatives: suspended collection status, garnishment modification, installment 

agreements, and settlement offers
F Due process issues
Sarah Lora, Lewis & Clark Low Income Tax Clinic, Lewis & Clark Law School, Portland
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2:10 Break

2:25 Sale of a Business: Tax Considerations of Taxable Sales of Assets and Sales of Business 
Interests
F Selling an operating business through either a sale of assets or equity interests
F Differences between asset sales and equity sales based on entity tax classification
F Treatment of liabilities assumed by the buyer
Michael Such, Jr., Stoel Rives LLP, Portland

2:55 Transition

3:00 Tax Consequences of Remote Work in the COVID-19 Era and Beyond
F State tax nexus rules
F State tax apportionment rules
F Federal law issues
F Non-tax issues
Peter Evalds, Foster Garvey PC, Portland

4:00 Adjourn

SCHEDULE (Continued)
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FACULTY

Dan Eller, Schwabe Williamson & Wyatt PC, Portland. Mr. Eller assists clients with tax and business 
law issues in both transactions and controversies. His transactional practice emphasizes choice of 
entity and formation, mergers and acquisitions, real property development, foreign bank account and 
asset reporting, and tax-exempt entity formation, qualification, and operation. He has handled a wide 
variety of tax collection and controversy matters, both federally and at the state level in Oregon and 
Washington. Since the enactment of Oregon’s Corporate Activity Tax (CAT) in 2019, Mr. Eller has been 
at the forefront of the implementation of this new tax. He is a frequent speaker on the CAT. Additionally, 
with Alee Soleimanpour, Mr. Eller has coauthored a number of articles on CAT developments, both 
from the Oregon Department of Revenue and the Oregon Legislature. Mr. Eller is an Adjunct Professor 
at Lewis and Clark Law School and an Adjunct Instructor in the School of Business Administration at 
Portland State University. He holds an LL.M. in Taxation from the University of Washington School 
of Law. He is admitted to practice in Oregon and Washington and before the United States Supreme 
Court.

Nikki Dobay, Eversheds Sutherland, Sacramento. Ms. Dobay is a nationally known state tax lawyer 
with significant experience and understanding of state tax policy. She regularly counsels clients on 
sophisticated multistate tax issues as well as the consequences and planning opportunities related 
to corporate M&A transactions. She represents clients in all stages of state and local tax controversy. 
Ms. Dobay has worked on legislative, administrative, and judicial advocacy efforts covering an array 
of state and local tax policy issues. She has testified before state legislatures and taxing agencies 
and has worked closely with policy makers on the significant state tax issues in those states, including 
the recently enacted Oregon Corporate Activity Tax. Ms. Dobay is a member of the Oregon State Bar 
Taxation Section Executive Committee, a founding member of Women in SALT, an advisory board 
member of the California Department of Tax and Fee Administration, the California Franchise Tax 
Board, and the California State Board of Equalization, and an adjunct professor at the University of 
California Hastings College of Law. Ms. Dobay is admitted to the Oregon State Bar and the Ohio State 
Bar and has applied for admission to the State Bar of California.

Peter Evalds, Foster Garvey PC, Portland. Mr. Evalds focuses his practice on tax and business 
transactions. His tax practice includes tax planning and tax controversy. His business practice includes 
entity formation, corporate compliance and governance, contract drafting and review, and mergers and 
acquisitions. He is a member of the IRS/Practitioner Forum Planning Committee and the Multnomah 
Bar Association and chair of the Oregon State Bar Taxation Section New Tax Lawyer Committee. Mr. 
Evalds holds an LL.M. in taxation from Georgetown University Law Center.

Cynthia Fraser, Foster Garvey PC, Portland. Ms. Fraser focuses in the areas of real estate, condemnation, 
and property tax litigation. She represents individuals, governments, and corporate clients in a broad 
range of litigation using dispute resolution where appropriate. Her tax practice focuses on property tax 
appeal litigation, specializing in industrial property valuation disputes and centrally assessed properties 
before the Oregon Tax Court. She has also litigated property tax appeals in California and Tennessee. 
Ms. Fraser is the exclusive Oregon representative for American Property Tax Counsel, a member of the 
Oregon State Bar Taxation Section Executive Committee and Alternative Dispute Resolution Section, 
and the Oregon Women Lawyers Judicial Workgroup. She also is a Multnomah County Circuit Court 
Arbitration Commissioner.

Sarah Lora, Lewis & Clark Low Income Tax Clinic, Lewis & Clark Law School, Portland. Ms. Lora is an 
assistant clinical professor of law and the Director of the Lewis & Clark Low Income Taxpayer Clinic. 
Prior to joining the Lewis & Clark faculty, she was an attorney at Legal Aid Services of Oregon, serving 
in several roles including as Director of the Low Income Taxpayer Clinic and managing attorney in the 
Farmworker Program. Ms. Lora is vice chair of the American Bar Association Tax Section Pro Bono and 
Tax Clinic Committee and a member of the Oregon State Bar Tax Section Executive Committee. She 
specializes in and is a frequent speaker on immigrant and refugee tax issues.
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Eric Robertson, Miller Nash LLP, Portland. Mr. Robertson helps for-profit and not-for-profit clients with 
a breadth of issues related to corporate formation, policies, compensation, contracts, and agreements. 
These include entity formation; drafting and reviewing of internal company policies, including conflict 
of interest, executive compensation, and internal controls policies; and reviewing, drafting, and 
negotiating contracts, including small- and large-scale service agreements, executive employment 
agreements, and purchase and sale agreements. He also advises clients on a wide range of corporate 
governance issues involving corporate actions, bylaws, operating agreements, formation documents, 
and shareholder agreements. Mr. Robertson is a member of the Oregon State Bar Taxation Section and 
secretary of its New Tax Lawyer Committee. He is also a member of the Western Pension & Benefits 
Council.

Kate Roth, Tonkon Torp LLP, Portland. Ms. Roth practices in Tonkon Torp’s Tax and Executive 
Compensation & Employee Benefits practice groups. She is a member of the American Bar Association, 
the Multnomah Bar Association, and the Oregon State Bar Taxation Section New Tax Lawyers Committee. 
Ms. Roth earned her LL.M. in taxation from Georgetown University Law Center.

Alee Soleimanpour, Schwabe Williamson & Wyatt PC, Portland. Mr. Soleimanpour helps clients 
navigate complicated business and tax issues on the federal, state, and local level. Since the 2019 
enactment of Oregon’s Corporate Activity Tax (CAT), Mr. Soleimanpour has advised clients on the 
implementation of this tax law and its effect on their businesses. He has authored a number of articles 
on Oregon (CAT) developments, both from the Oregon Department of Revenue and the Oregon 
Legislature. He is admitted to practice in Oregon and Washington.

Michael Such, Jr., Stoel Rives LLP, Portland. Mr. Such practices in the Tax Section of the firm’s 
Benefits, Tax, and Private Client Group. He assists businesses and individuals with a variety of federal, 
state, and local tax issues. He has experience advising clients on federal tax issues including entity 
formation, employment taxes and compensation, transactions involving pass-through entities, and 
corporate reorganizations. He also has experience with state and local tax issues including property 
tax programs and incentives, transfer and transactional taxes, and municipal taxation of businesses. 
Mr. Such is a member of the Oregon State Bar Taxation Section New Tax Lawyer Committee.

FACULTY (Continued)
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Major Tax Changes since 
January 1, 2020
Broadbrush Taxation

PRESENTED BY
Dan Eller
&
Alee 
Soleimanpour

October 21, 
2021

Dan Eller
Shareholder
503-796-3762 Direct 
deller@schwabe.com

“I enjoy working with clients and 
their other advisors to achieve the 
clients’ objectives.”

A Little About Dan:
 Tax and Business Attorney 
 Adjunct Faculty at Lewis & Clark 

Law School and PSU
 Fellow, American College of Tax 

Counsel
 Cyclist and Cycle Oregon 

Secretary 
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Alee Soleimanpour
Associate
503-796-2413 Direct 
asoleimanpour@schwabe.com

A Little About Alee:
 Tax and Business Attorney 
 Former Law Clerk at the United 

States Tax Court to the 
Honorable Joseph W. Nega and 
Carolyn P. Chiechi 

MAJOR TAX ACTS ENACTED SINCE JANUARY 1, 2020

• Setting Every Community Up for Retirement Enhancement (“SECURE”) 
Act 

• Families First Coronavirus Response Act 

• Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (“CARES”) Act

• Taxpayer Certainty and Disaster Tax Relief Act of 2020

• American Rescue Plan Act 
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PAYCHECK PROTECTION PROGRAM (“PPP”) LOANS
• Created by CARES Act

• SBA-backed loan that helped businesses keep their workforce employed 
during COVID-19 

• May use loan proceeds for:
– Payroll costs
– Employee healthcare benefits
– Employee compensations
– Mortgage interest payments
– Rent
– Utilities 
– Interest on other debt obligations

• If requirements are met  loan forgiven; if not  low-interest loan

EMPLOYEE RETENTION TAX CREDIT (“ERTC”)

• Created by CARES Act

• Extended by Taxpayer Certainty and Disaster Relief Act and 
again by American Rescue Plan Act through end of 2021

• May be used by employers who experience:
– Full or partial suspension of business due to COVID-19 restrictions; or
– Significant decline in gross receipts 

• If applicable, it is a refundable credit worth 70% of the 
qualified wages paid to employees with up to $10,000 per 
employee per quarter
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MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS-RELATED TAX CHANGES

• Paid Leave Tax Credit 

• Employer Student Loan Payment Exclusion 

• Payroll Tax Collection Suspension 

BASIC BACKGROUND PRINCIPLES

PERSONAL TAX CHANGES
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CHILD TAX CREDIT (“CTC”)

• American Rescue Plan changed CTC by :
– Increasing CTC from $2,000 to $3,000 per child for children age six through seventeen;
– Increasing CTC from $2,000 to $3,600 per child for children age five and under; and 
– Raising the age limit from 16 to 17

• Credit is fully refundable (change from 2020) 

• Half of credit amount paid through monthly advance payments beginning 
July 15 and ending December 15 

• Phase-out starts at:
– $75,000 AGI for single
– $112,500 AGI for head of household filers
– $150,000 AGI for joint filers 

CHILD & DEPENDENT CARE TAX CREDIT

• Tax credit that helps pay for care of eligible children and other dependents 
(i.e., qualifying persons)

• Credit is fully refundable (change from 2020)

• Credit worth 35 to 50% of eligible expenses (increased from 20% to 35%) 

• Allowed to claim eligible expenses of up to $8,000 (single dependent) or 
$16,000 (multiple dependents) 

• Phase-out starts at $125,000 and completely phases out for families 
earning $438,000 or more 
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RECOVERY REBATE/ECONOMIC IMPACT PAYMENTS

• Also known as “stimulus checks” 

• Three rounds of payments
– CARES Act  $1,200 per adult, $500 per child
– Consolidated Appropriations Act  $600 per adult and per child
– American Rescue Plan  $1,400 per adult and per child

• Phase-out depending on round 

• Taxpayers who qualified, but did not receive payments, can claim 
payments as refundable tax credit 

MISCELLANEOUS PERSONAL-RELATED TAX CHANGES

• Earned Income Tax Credit 

• Exemption of Unemployment Compensation 

• Above-the-line Charitable Deduction Increase

• Suspension of 60% of AGI Charitable Contribution Deduction Limit 
(Itemized deductions)

• Education Tax Credits and Deductions 
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BASIC BACKGROUND PRINCIPLES

RETIREMENT/INVESTMENT TAX 
CHANGES

SECURE ACT CHANGES 

• Required Minimum Distributions (“RMDs”) 
– Increased age for RMDs from 70.5 to 72 
– RMD requirement is back (after suspension in tax year 2020)
– Changes to beneficiaries inheriting tax-favored retirement plans and IRAs

• Elimination of Age Limit for IRA Contribution

• Expansion of Section 529 Plans 
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GLIMPSE INTO THE FUTURE . . . 
Congress and the White House has floated some proposals, which include: 

• Increasing Individual Income Taxes

• Increasing Capital Gains Taxes

• Reducing the Estate and Gift Tax Exemption 

• Limiting Maximum Value of Section 199A Deduction 

• Increasing Corporate Taxes 

OTHER POTENTIAL IDEAS

• Tax long-term capital gains and dividends as ordinary income for taxpayers 
with taxable income above $1,000,000

• Tax unrealized capital gains at death above $1,000,00 for single filers and 
$2,000,000 for joint filers

• Limit section 1031 like-kind exchanges

• Tax carried interest as ordinary income

• Impose a 15% minimum tax on corporate book income levied on financial 
profits instead of taxable income for corporations with revenue over 
$100,000,000 
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HOW MIGHT WE GET “THERE”?

BUDGET RECONCILIATION
• Democrats do not have filibuster-proof 60 votes in the Senate
• Can use Budget Reconciliation instead, requires 51 votes for spending, tax and debt limit 

bills
• Democrats have 50 votes, Vice President Harris will cast a vote if there is a tie
• Budget Reconciliation used to pass 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act to avoid filibuster, also used 

to pass 2001 Tax Act with Vice President Cheney casting deciding vote in the Senate
• Budget Reconciliation process:

1. House and Senate must pass concurrent Budget Resolution with instructions to 
committees to change spending or revenue amounts

2. Must then pass reconciliation bills that adhere to the instructions
• Two opportunities for reconciliation in 2021 

– Currently for 2021 fiscal year budget: Within first 100 days of new administration, likely to be used for 
additional COVID related legislation

– 2022 budget: Usually passed in Spring, reconciled in Fall

LIMITS ON BUDGET RECONCILIATION
BYRD RULE
• Prohibits extraneous matters from budget reconciliation bills and requires 60 votes in the Senate to 

waive.  Applies to provisions that:   
– Do not create a change in spending or revenue
– Create changes in spending or revenue that are merely incidental to non-budgetary elements of 

the provision
– Are outside the jurisdiction of the committee that submitted the provision for inclusion in the 

reconciliation measure
– Increase spending or reduce revenue if overall the provision does not meet the instructions given 

to the reporting committee
– Increase net spending or reduce revenue during a fiscal year after the years covered by the 

reconciliation bill unless the provision as a whole remains budget neutral
– Contains recommendations regarding Social Security trust funds.

• Consequence of limitations 
– Need to create “sunset” to avoid provisions that worsen the financial position of the government beyond 

the 5 or 10 year period covered by the bill – see both the Tax Act of 2001 and the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 
2017

– Remember, the Affordable Care Act could not be completely repealed via Reconciliation
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LIMITS ON BUDGET RECONCILIATION

POTENTIAL EXAMPLES
• Many high profile Democratic proposals cannot be enacted using Budget 

Reconciliation:   
– Minimum wage legislation
– Changes to the Voting Rights Act
– DC or Puerto Rico Statehood
– Gerrymandering reform 

• But Budget Reconciliation could be used for proposals that may not be obvious: 
– Paid parental and sick leave
– Housing vouchers
– Clean energy investment
– Expanded health care coverage
– Free community college
– Child allowance

EFFECTIVE DATE

RETROACTIVE CHANGES
• Tax legislation, even through budget reconciliation, may be effective 

immediately, at a point in the future or even retroactively:   
– The U.S. Supreme Court has repeatedly upheld retroactive tax legislation against due process 

challenges
– The standard is the law must be rationally related to a legitimate legislative purpose
– See Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation v. R.A. Gray & Co., 467 U.S. 717 (1984); U.S. v. Carlton, 

512 U.S. 26 (1994).

• Consequences/Complications of retroactivity 
– Changes to taxation of prior gifts
– How to deal with a completed § 1031 exchange where now no longer tax-deferred
– Potential for increased capital gains rates for closed transactions 
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EFFECTIVE DATE

EXEMPTION REDUCTION CONSEQUENCES
• IRS guidance clarifying no “clawback” if gift at higher exemption then die with 

lower exemption
• However, IRS and industry guidance indicate that the amount of exemption when 

a taxpayer dies will likely first be applied to prior lifetime gifting 
• So if made gifts of $5M in 2020, and die in year when exemption is $3.5M, the 

taxpayer applies the $3.5M to the prior gifting and “use it up,” there is no 
clawback for the $1.5M difference, every dollar in the taxpayer’s estate will be 
subject to estate tax and the taxpayer will have “lost” use of $6.4M of exemption

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS?
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© 2021 Eversheds Sutherland (US) LLP
All Rights Reserved. This communication is for general informational purposes only and is not intended to constitute legal advice or a recommended course of action in any given situation. This communication is not 
intended to be, and should not be, relied upon by the recipient in making decisions of a legal nature with respect to the issues discussed herein. The recipient is encouraged to consult independent counsel before 
making any decisions or taking any action concerning the matters in this communication. This communication does not create an attorney-client relationship between Eversheds Sutherland (US) LLP and the recipient. 
Eversheds Sutherland (US) LLP is part of a global legal practice, operating through various separate and distinct legal entities, under Eversheds Sutherland. For a full description of the structure and a list of offices, 
please visit www.eversheds-sutherland.com.

Oregon State Bar Tax Section—Broadbrush
Taxation

What Every Non-Tax Lawyer Needs to Know 
About State and Local Tax (SALT)

October 21, 2021

Nikki Dobay
Partner
Eversheds-Sutherland
nikkidobay@Eversheds-Sutherland.com

Eversheds Sutherland

Agenda

─ SALT—the basics 

─ State tax revenue update & 
what do businesses pay

─ Oregon legislative update

─ Major multistate trends

2
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Eversheds Sutherland

SALT—the basics

Eversheds Sutherland

− Two basic questions:

−Can they tax you?

−If so, how?

The basics

4
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Eversheds Sutherland

− Threshold question in state and local tax—Nexus

• Does the state or local taxing authority have jurisdiction to 
impose tax upon an individual or entity?

− Main constitutional limits 

• Due Process Clause
• Commerce Clause

Jurisdiction to Tax

5

Eversheds Sutherland

− Pre-Wayfair—physical presence nexus standard
• States had been asserting economic nexus for income/excise 

taxes

− Post-Wayfair—economic nexus standard
• S.D.’s law imposed $100k or 200 transaction threshold, was not 

applied retroactively, and S.D. was a member of SSUTA

Jurisdiction to Tax—Wayfair (June 2018)

6
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Eversheds Sutherland

− There are a lot. . . 
• Income taxes
• Retail sales and use taxes
• Franchise taxes
• Property taxes
• Gross receipts taxes
• Excise taxes
• Payroll taxes (conforming and nonconforming)

Types of State and Local Taxes

7

Eversheds Sutherland

State tax 
revenue update 
& what do 
businesses pay
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Eversheds Sutherland

2021 Legislative Backdrop
The Revenue Situation

─ Despite predictions of significant 
budget shortfalls due to Covid-19, 
state tax revenues were roughly flat in 
2020 according the State and Local 
Finance Initiative 

─ Not all states fared equally

─ Despite better-than-expected tax 
collections, most states saw significant 
cost increases due related to COVID-
19 response efforts

─ However, economic outlook is much 
better than 2020 (federal funds)

Eversheds Sutherland

The Revenue Situation
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Eversheds Sutherland

Prohibition on State Tax Cuts
American Rescue Plan Act of 2021

─ Uncertainty whether accepting federal aid will prohibit states from 
implementing tax cuts until 2024, due to potential anti-
commandeering issues (10th Amd’t and Federalism)

─ Section 602(c)(2)(A): “A State or territory shall not use the funds 
provided under this section or transferred pursuant to section 
603(c)(4) to either directly or indirectly offset a reduction in the 
net tax revenue of such State or territory resulting from a change 
in law, regulation, or administrative interpretation during the 
covered period that reduces any tax (by providing for a reduction 
in a rate, a rebate, a deduction, a credit, or otherwise) or delays 
the imposition of any tax or tax increase”

11

Eversheds Sutherland

Responses to Section 602(c)(2)(A)
American Rescue Plan Act of 2021

─ Treasury Guidance 
• “Nothing in the Act prevents States from enacting a broad variety 

of tax cuts.  That is, the Act does not ‘deny States the ability to 
cut taxes in any manner whatsoever.’  It simply provides that 
funding received under the Act may not be used to offset a 
reduction in net tax revenue resulting from certain changes in 
state law.  If States lower certain taxes but do not use funds 
under the Act to offset those cuts – for example, by replacing the 
lost revenue through other means – the limitation in the Act is 
not implicated”

─ HR 2189, State Tax Freedom Act
• Intro’d 3/29/2021 by Reps. Brady (TX) and Comer (KY)

12
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Are businesses paying their fair share?
COST’s Business Tax Burden Results for FY 2019 
(pre-Covid)

13Council On State Taxation

• Businesses paid more than $833 Billion in 
U.S. state and local taxes in FY19, an 
increase of 5.7% from FY18

• State business taxes increased by 6.3% and 
local business taxes grew by 5.1%

• In FY19, business tax revenue accounted 
for approximately 44% of all state and local 
tax revenue, up from 43.5% in FY18

• Remarkably, the business share of SALT 
nationally has been within approximately 
1% of 44% since FY03

37.9%

21.3
%

12.2%

9.3
%

6.5%
4.3% 8.5% Property Tax

Sales Tax

Excise, Utility and Insurance Taxes

Corporate Income Tax

Unemployment Insurance Tax

Individual Income Tax on 
Business Income 
License, Severance & 
Other Business Taxes

Source: Total State and Local Business Taxes: State-by-State Estimates for Fiscal Year 2019, study prepared by Ernst & Young LLP for the State Tax Research Institute and the 
Council On State Taxation, November 2020.

9.3%

Eversheds Sutherland

Oregon State and Local Tax Burdens Study

─ In October 2020, the State Tax 
Research Institute (STRI) released 
a study on behalf of Oregon 
Business & Industries (OBI) on 
Oregon 

─ Study addressed Oregon’s state and 
local taxes recently adopted and the 
impact on Oregon’s overall total 
effective business tax rate (TEBTR)

─ Results
• Prior to the state tax changes, 

Oregon’s TEBTR of 2% is average 
and Oregon is 40th in the US

• Following the state tax changes, 
Oregon’s TEBTR is estimated to 
increase to 2.8% and Oregon 
becomes the 19th highest in the 
US

14

State total effective business tax rate 
comparison for Oregon and neighboring 

states, FY19
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Additional state taxes (once fully phased in (2022))

15

Tax change Short Description Effective 
Date

Annual 
total 

revenue 
estimate 

(FY19 
levels)

Busine
ss 

Share

Business 
taxes FY19 

levels

Corporate Activity 
Tax

$250 + 0.57% of taxable 
gross receipts

1/1/2020 +$1.1 billion 100% +$1.1 billion

Individual Income 
Tax 

Reduction in rates for three 
lower brackets to 4.75%, 
6.75%, and 8.75%

1/1/2020
($253 

million)
10% ($25 million)

Healthcare Provider 
Tax

Extension of tax and rate 
increase from 1.5% to 2.0%

1/1/2020
+$267 
million

100% +$267 million

Paid Family Medical 
Leave 

1% payroll tax 1/1/2022
+$1.12 

billion
40% +$448 million

Total +$1.8 billion

Source: EY summary based on public documents of enacted and proposed tax changes 

Eversheds Sutherland PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL

Portland region newly enacted local taxes

16

Tax change Short Description Effective 
Date

Annual total 
revenue estimate 

(FY19 levels)

Business 
Share

New Business Tax 
Burden* 

Portland gross 
receipts tax

1% gross receipts tax on 
large businesses
(New tax)

1/1/2019 $50 million 100% $44 million

Multnomah 
County 
business income 
tax 

Increase in business 
income tax 
rate from 1.45% to 2.0%
(Rate increase of existing 
tax)

1/1/2020 $137 million 100% $38 million

Metro income 
tax
(housing 
support)

1.0% tax on income above 
$125K 
for single filers and $200K 
for joint filers
Large businesses pay 1% 
tax on business profit (New 
tax)

1/1/2021

$169 million –
personal income tax

$79 million –
business income 

tax

10% of 
individual 

income 
taxes; 100% 

business 
income taxes

$17 million (personal 
income)

$79 million (business 
income)

Total +$177 million**

Source: EY summary based on public documents of enacted and proposed tax changes 
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Local impact (cont.)

─ 23% increase in local business taxes

─ 41% overall tax statewide tax increase

─ State and local TEBTR increases from 3.8% to 4.8%
• Post implementation TEBTR will be the highest among neighboring states

17

5.5% 5.4%
4.8% 4.5% 4.5% 4.3% 4.3% 4.1% 3.9% 3.8%

Nevada Montana Oregon post-tax
change

Washington US average California Idaho Arizona Utah Oregon pre-tax
change

Eversheds Sutherland

Oregon 
legislative 
update c
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Oregon Legislation—CAT 

─ SB 164
• Provides full fiscal year filing fix

• Requires short year return for 
2021

• Clarifies foreign and alien 
insurers are excluded from the 
CAT

• Provides exclusion for groceries 
sold on consignment

• Modifies exclusion for transfers 
of new vehicles between 
franchised motor vehicle 
dealerships 

• Changes filing deadline for 
business closures

19

Eversheds Sutherland

− Corporate excise tax
− HB 2457—reconnect bill
− SB 136—broadcaster apportionment

− Personal income tax
− HB 2129—amends Charitable Checkoff Program
− HB 2130—extends due date for estimated payments that fall on 

Emancipation Day
− SB 139—amends reduced pass-through rates provisions
− SB 727—creates SALT cap workaround

‒ C&I
‒ HB 2433—extends sunsets for several credits

‒ Technical Corrections—HB 2456 

Oregon Legislation—Income Taxes

20
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‒ HB 2247—authorizes counties to adopt ordinance to 
provide for waiver of interest for the 2020-21 property 
tax year where delinquency related to Covid 19

‒ HB 2331—excludes certain broadcasters from the 
meaning of “communications” for purposes of central 
assessment

‒ HB 2341—amends proration provisions for counties 
covered by state of emergency

‒ HB 2438—authorizes counties with population of less 
than 15K to adopt certain affordable housing provisions

Oregon Legislation—Property Tax

21

Eversheds Sutherland

‒ HB 2446—extends sunset for property tax exemption for 
property occupied or used as low-income housing

‒ HB 2634—enables a surviving spouse or disable heir to 
qualify for homestead deferral in certain situations

‒ HB 3275—provides exemption for certain improvements 
to affordable housing property

Oregon Legislation—Property Tax cont.

22
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‒ HB 2128—requires tax professionals within five days of 
discovery to report an actual or believed breach of 
security regarding taxpayer information.  
‒ “Tax professional” includes . . . attorneys 

‒ HB 2178—modifies Tax Court filing fees
‒ Magistrate division fees reduced to $50

‒ SB 120—modifies period in which certain tax refunds 
begin accruing interest to align with statutory changes 
made in 2017 (SB 33)

Oregon Legislation—Practice and Procedure

23

Eversheds Sutherland

Major 
multistate 
trends
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Overview
Digital Products & Advertising Taxes

─ Digital economy resulted in rapid tax 
base erosion for states and localities

─ Digital goods and services are often not 
captured by states imposing sales tax 
on tangible personal property and 
enumerated services

─ Attempts to recapture lost revenue 
may take the form of sales tax 
expansion or gross receipts taxes

25

Eversheds Sutherland

Overview
Digital Products & Advertising Taxes

─ States have taken varying approaches 
to attempts to tax the digital 
economy: 
• Imposition of new tax directly on the sale 

of digital products and advertising 
services as such; 

• Imposition of new tax on the sale of 
personal information or user data; or

• Expansion of existing tax base to include 
digital products and advertising services

─ Expect additional innovation in this 
rapidly evolving area from state 
legislatures and tax authorities

26
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Digital Advertising Taxes

Maryland HB 732 (2020) and SB 787 (2021)

•Creates a new digital advertising gross 
revenues tax effective January 1, 2022
•Exemption for broadcasting and news media 
entities

•Direct pass-through prohibition
•Litigation – pending in Federal and State 
Court (Anne Arundel Cty. Cir. Ct.)

Eversheds Sutherland

Recent advertising tax proposals

Arkansas
•SB 558 
•Sales tax on social 
media revenue

Connecticut
•HB 6443
•Digital advertising 
services tax

Maryland 
•HB 732 / SB 787
•Advertising gross 
revenues tax

Massachusetts
•HD 3210 / HD 3601
•Digital advertising 
gross revenues tax

Nevada
•SB 346
•Taxes specified 
digital products

Texas
•HB 4467 
•Digital advertising 
services tax

Texas 
•SB 1711
•Expands sales tax 
base to advertising

West Virginia
•SB 605
•Advertising gross 
revenues tax

28
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What’s the situation?
Work From Home

29

─ Millions of U.S. workers have shifted to 
remote work arrangements due to the 
pandemic

─ Trend of larger employers rethinking the 
need for expensive office spaces and 
shifting to a partially or fully remote 
workforce

─ The shift towards remote work can have 
significant tax implications for companies

─ “Working from anywhere” 

Eversheds Sutherland

Consequences of SALT Nexus

30

Income tax 
filing 

requirements

Sales tax 
registration 

and collection 
obligations

Gross receipts 
taxes

Local taxes Employment 
taxes

Interest and 
penalties
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One employee is enough
Work From Home

31

─ A single employee can create nexus 

─ In 2010 the New Jersey Tax Court held 
that an out-of-state company was subject 
to New Jersey Corporation Business Tax 
because it permitted one of its full-time 
software developers to work remotely 
from her New Jersey home 

• Telebright Corp., Inc. v. Director, New Jersey Div. of 
Taxation, 25 N.J.Tax 333 (Tax 2010) (affirmed 424 
N.J.Super. 384, 2012). 

Eversheds Sutherland

Wage Withholding

32

─ States generally require employers to withhold tax based on 
where an employee performs personal services (may be the 
employee’s “residence” state)
• Exceptions – reciprocity and “convenience” tests

─ States may also require withholding if an employee travels for 
work purposes to another state 

─ A few states have issued guidance indicating that they will not 
enforce withholding requirements if employees are working 
remotely in the state solely because of the COVID-19 pandemic 
• A few states have indicated they will enforce existing withholding obligations 

during the pandemic
• Most states have not issued guidance, so the general rules apply – but will 

they be enforced?
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SALT Employer Withholding

33

Residence Source Exceptions

– A resident’s wages/
income, wherever earned, 
is subject to tax

– Domicile v. Statutory
– BUT, residence typically 

cedes primary taxation 
to source

– Credits for taxes paid
– Wynne
– Rate differentials

– A nonresident’s wages 
earned in the state are 
subject to tax

– “Patchwork” of state 
laws/thresholds

– Typically, working days 
allocation 

– Various approaches to 
taxing deferred 
compensation

– Reciprocity
– “Convenience of the 

Employer”
– Federal laws

Eversheds Sutherland

State of New Hampshire v. Commonwealth of Massachusetts
New Hampshire

─ New Hampshire filed a complaint in the U.S. Supreme Court 
challenging the constitutionality of a Massachusetts's regulation 
imposing income tax on non-resident remote workers 

─ Massachusetts adopted a regulation, 830 CMR 62.5A.3, on 
October 16, 2020,  which allows the state to source and tax 
income of non-resident remote workers telecommuting due 
COVID-19 when they previously worked within the state

─ New Hampshire, which has no income tax, immediately responded 
filing the instant complaint contending that:
• This action is a “direct attack on a defining feature of the State of New Hampshire's 

sovereignty”
• The regulation violates the Commerce Clause and Due Process Clause
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COVID-19 Remote Work

35

─ Connecticut HB 6516 (signed March 4)
• Provides CT residents a credit for taxes paid to: 

• Any convenience test state (NY) while teleworking in CT; and
• Another state (MA/RI) that enacted a law or adopted a rule requiring 

a nonresident employee to pay tax while teleworking in CT due to the 
pandemic (in certain cases)

• Bill also includes a nexus hold harmless for the Covid-19 period

─ Maine LD 1216 (signed June 11)
• Allow taxpayers to use the sourcing law of another jurisdiction when 

calculating the credit for income tax paid to other jurisdictions in certain 
COVID-19 pandemic-related teleworking circumstances

Credits for Taxes Paid

Eversheds Sutherland

− IRS Notice 2020-75 (11/9/20) announcing plan to issue 
regulations regarding deductibility of these PTE-level 
payments.
• Specified Income Tax Payment: any amount paid by a [PTE] to a 

State/Locality … (Domestic Jurisdiction) to satisfy income taxes directly 
imposed on the PTE.

• Includes entity-level taxes that are imposed pursuant to an election and 
provide credit to PTE owners / investors. 

− Notice 2020-75 states that these payments may be treated 
as a non-separately stated deductions for 
partners/shareholders.
• Deducted by PTE for federal purposes and, as a results, reduces owners’ 

distributive share of income on K-1. 

SALT Cap Workaround: IRS Response
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− Many state regimes follow this basic model: 

 PTE elects to pay state tax on its income at the 
entity level

 PTE deducts state tax paid before allocating 
income passing through to owners 

 Owners receive share of PTE tax paid as a    
credit against state taxes.

SALT Cap Workaround: The PTE-level Tax

The new elective state pass-through entity taxesPage 38

Post-Notice 2020-75 other states quickly followed

AK

HI

ME

NH
MANY

PA
NJ

DE
WV

NC

SC

GA

FL

IL OHIN

MIWI

KY

TN

ALMS

AR

LATX 

OK

MOKS

IA

MN

ND

SD

NE

NMAZ

CO
UT

WY

MT
OR

ID

NV

CA
VA MD

WA

PTE tax election enacted
PTE tax election proposed in 2021
Vetoed

D
C

RICT

No PTE tax election enacted
No or limited individual income tax 

CT PTE tax is unique 
in that it is mandatory

WI and LA allow PTE to elect 
to be treated as a C 
corporation for state tax 
purposes only (not a new tax) 

VT

Source: Ernst & Young LLP analysis of state laws as of September 30, 2021.

Previously existing PTE tax (on nonresidents)
Previously existing entity-level taxes on PTEs 

OH PTE tax (like those in MD 
and VA) acts as NONRESIDENT 
withholding tax

NYC
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Florida, Kansas, Missouri
Wayfair and Marketplace Collection Legislation 

─ Florida SB 50 (eff. July 1, 2021)
• Adopts $100,000 sales threshold for remote 

sellers and marketplaces
• Marketplace providers would be required to collect 

and remit the E911 fee, waste tire fee, and lead-
acid battery fee beginning April 1, 2022

─ Kansas SB 50 (eff. July 1, 2021)
• Adopts $100,000 sales threshold for remote 

sellers and marketplaces
• Marketplace facilitators required to collect 911 

fees beginning April 1, 2022

─ Missouri SB 153 (eff. Jan. 1, 2023)
• Requires marketplace facilitators that meet a 

$100,000 threshold to collect and remit tax 
beginning on January 1, 2023

39

Eversheds Sutherland

Other Taxes & Fees (and Illinois) 
Marketplace Collection Legislation 

40

─ California AB 1402 (passed 9/10)
• Would require marketplace facilitators to collect and remit taxes and 

fees administered pursuant to the Fee Collection Procedures Law 
beginning January 1, 2022

─ Connecticut HB 6629 (eff. July 1, 2022)
• Requires marketplace facilitators to collect the E911 beginning July 1, 

2022

─ Texas SB 477 (eff. July 1, 2022)
• Requires marketplace providers to collect and remit fees on sales for 

lead acid batteries, the prepaid 911 emergency service fee, and taxes on 
ticket sales beginning July 1, 2022

─ Illinois SB 2066 – (effective August 27)
• Creates an exemption and retroactive credit for marketplace sellers for 

transactions in 2020 where tax was paid by both the marketplace seller 
and the marketplace facilitator
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Apportionment

41

─ Alabama HB 170 (eff. Jan. 1, 2021)
• Adopts single-sales factor apportionment and repeals 

throwback

─ Montana SB 376 (eff. July 1, 2021)
• Changes the apportionment formula from current three-

factor to three-factor with double-weighted sales

─ Oregon SB 136 (eff. Jan. 1, 2020)
• For broadcasting sales, a taxpayer’s market for the sales 

factor determination is in Oregon if the audience or 
subscribers are in the state 

─ West Virginia HB 2026 (eff. Jan. 1, 2022)
• Adopts single sale factor apportionment and repeals 

throw-out provision
• Adopts market sourcing for services and intangibles

Alabama, Montana, Oregon, and West Virginia

Eversheds Sutherland

Enacted Decoupling Legislation 

IRC Conformity – 163(j) and 
GILTI

─ Alabama HB 170 
• Decouples the state from GILTI and 

163(j), with the GILTI portion retroactive 
to tax years beginning after December 
31, 2017

─ Kansas SB 50
• Decouples the state from GILTI and 163(j) 

beginning in tax year 2021
• Eliminates the state’s ten-year net 

operating loss carryforward cap for losses 
incurred in tax year 2018 or later, among 
other provisions

42
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Idaho, Nebraska, and Oklahoma

Corporate Tax Rate 
Reductions

─ Idaho HB 380 
• Reduces the corporate tax rate to 6.5%
• Effective retroactively to January 1, 2021

─ Nebraska LB 432 
• Retains a 5.8% corporate tax rate on the 

first $100,000 of income and reduces the 
rate on excess:

• 7.5% effective January 1, 2022
• 7.25% effective January 1, 2023

─ Oklahoma HB 2960 
• Reduces the corporate income tax rate to 

4%
• Effective January 1, 2022

43

Eversheds Sutherland 44
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PROPERTY TAX TIPS

Broadbrush Taxation: Tax Law for Non-Tax Lawyers
OSB CLE Live Webcast
Thursday, October 21, 2021

Cynthia M. Fraser, Principal

foster.com

Reviewing Property Tax Statements for Closing the Deal

Property Tax Statement Shows Limited Data

 Last Year’s Value, Current Year’s Values

 Real Market Value, Assessed Value 

County Assessor Web Site Lists Detailed Data 

 Zoning, property tax history, sale history, maps 

 Maximum Assessed Value / Net Additions 

2
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Multcoproptax.com

Assessment and Taxation 

Property Tax (Look up your property)  

 Property Id, Owner Name, Situs Address 

 Year, Improvements, Land, RMV, M5 Value, Exemptions, M50 Assessed

 Sale History 

 Maps

 Related Properties 

3

foster.com

Taxable Property Defined 

Property Subject to Taxation

 All real property within this state and all tangible personal property 
situated within this state, except as otherwise provided by law, shall be 
subject to assessment and taxation. 

 There must be a statutory exemption for property to receive an 
exemption. 

 Caveats and Requirements 

 Miss or loose status - subject to back taxes 

4
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The value the assessor has determined the property would sell for on the open 
market as of the assessment date. 

The assessment date for all Real and Personal Property is January 1st.

 Locally assessed property tax statements come out in October

 Value Transmittal Sheets (Industrial Property) are issued in August

 M50 additions and Economic Obsolescence Adjustment 

Real Market Value (RMV)

5

foster.com

Enterprise Value or Business Value (Local Assessment)

 Property tax assessment is the real market value of the real property and 
improvements.

 Sale price may not equal real market value for tax assessment purposes. 

 Intangibles such as goodwill, management, an assembled work force, 
contracts in place are not taxable and need to be extracted from a sale 
price or an allocation appraisal.  

6
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Maximum Assessed Value (MAV) 

 Established by Measure 50 for the 1997-98 tax year.

MAV is the greater of 103% of the prior year's assessed value (AV), 
or 100 percent of the prior year's MAV, whichever is greater.

Article XI, Section (11)(a)(A) of the Oregon Constitution 

7

foster.com

The “Cut” = AV of 1997-98 tax year is 90% of 1995-1996 value

The “Cap” = MAV shall not increase more than 3% from the previous tax year

$100,000 property will receive a MAV of $90,000

Cut and Cap

8
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Assessed Value (AV) 

The value that taxes are paid on (taxable value)

The lower of Real Market Value (RMV) or Maximum Assessed Value (MAV). 

AV = MAV or RMV, whichever is lower 

 “MAV” does not show up on your tax statement 

9

foster.com

House A built in 1999 House B built in 2015

10

1999

2015 2015

RMV $75,000
MAV $67,500
AV $67,500

RMV $300,000
MAV $108,000
AV $108,000

RMV $300,000
MAV $178,230
AV $178,230

Inequity Example
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Constitutional Exceptions to the Protections of Measure 50

Changes that could affect MAV 3% limitation include:

 new property or new improvements to existing property;

 rezoning along with a change of use;

 partitioned or subdivided property; 

 discovery of omitted property; and

 property that is disqualified from a statutory exemption or special 
assessment.

11

foster.com

Valuing “New Property or New Improvements” 

Additions to add at 100% of cost
 Structures that add square feet to 

building space

 Machinery and Equipment–
retrofits and upgrades that add 
capabilities or capacity to the 
machine. Adding computer 
controls to a machine that is 
manually controlled.

Additions to add at 50% of cost
 Structures – remodeling that enhance 

or improves building, new roof

 Machinery and Equipment – rebuilds 
that extend the life of the machine

Additions to add at 0% of cost
 Structures – repairs, patch the roof

 Machinery and Equipment – repairs 
that maintain the current function of the 
machine without upgrading.

Department of Revenue’s Policy

12
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Non-Value Added Improvements

New property or new improvements does not include:

 General ongoing maintenance and repair (GOMAR), or

 Minor construction.

 Additions to real property improvements, the RMV does 
not exceed $10,000 in any assessment year or $25,000 
for cumulative additions made over five assessment 
years. 

13

foster.com

GOMAR

GOMAR means activity that:
A. Preserves the condition of the existing improvements without significantly 

changing design or materials and achieves an average useful life that is 
typical of the type and quality so the property continues to perform and 
function efficiently;

B. Does not create new structures, additions to existing real property 
improvements or replacement of real or personal property machinery and 
equipment;

C. Does not affect a significant portion of the improvements to qualify as new 
construction, reconstruction, major additions, remodeling, renovation or 
rehabilitation; and

D. For income producing properties is part of a regularly maintenance program.

14
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Change in Use of Property Consistent with Rezone 

Property is rezoned and used consistently with the rezone

Industrial to Mixed Use-Commercial
 Industrial value may be low due to M50 setting of date 
 RMV 18,500,000 land 
 MAV  5,500,000 land 
 Reset MAV at RMV means additional $200,000 tax liability  

Residential Use / Commercial Zone 
 Residence converted to commercial use 
 Land is reassessed 

15

foster.com

Subdivide or Partition 

Subdivide or partition property receives a new MAV and RMV
 Lot adjustments do not trigger exception 

Example: Gradual redevelopment 

40 Acre Property Zoned Mixed Use / Used for Industrial Use 

Platted With Several Lots 
 Reassessment of only new Lot line adjustments allowed gradual 

redevelopment without triggering reassessment of entire 40 acres 

 lots as developed (CIP) 

 New tax bill after completion of project and generating income 

16
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Property is Under Construction 

New buildings or structures or an addition to an existing 
building or structure: 
 in the process of construction on January 1;
 not in use or occupancy on January 1;
 has not been in use or occupancy at any time prior

to such January 1 date; and
 constructed in furtherance of the production of income
 Taxpayer MUST file documents or lose exemption

17
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Timing of Closing of the Transaction

Property is assessed as of January 1

Tax year ends June 30 of each year 
(July 1 to June 30)

Timing may impact Measure 50 exceptions, 
loss of special assessments, valuation and 
property tax liability. 

18
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Statutory Exemptions 

Oregon Revised Statutes Chapter 307:
 Institutional, Religious and Fraternal 

(not for profit);

 Farm Use;

 Commercial Facilities Under Construction;

 Inventory;

 Food Processing Equipment; and

 Student and Low-Income Housing.

19
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Tax Consequences Removal Tax Exempt Status Lost

Boardman Acquisition v Dept. of Revenue, 361 Or 440 (2017)

 The date of disqualification from special assessment taken into account 
on the assessment and tax roll is the date the disqualification becomes 
effective on the assessment and tax roll.

 Land was subject to additional taxes, based on prior year’s real market 
value.

20
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Disqualification from Special Assessment Farm Use

Boardman Acquisition v Dept. of Revenue, 361 Or 440 (2017)

 Disqualification from farm use. 
 Farmland is not taxed at RMV. 
 Notation of potential tax liability (RMV) on the roll
 Notification of disqualification from Port (and termination of use as 

Farm) occurred in August 2012
 Date of disqualification July 1 and December 31 affects property 

the following July 1. 
 Property does not receive a special farm assessment for the 2012-

13 tax year.  Tax liability was over $120,000.

21
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Local Assessed Property to Centrally Assessed Property

Intangibles Assessed

 Goodwill

 Customer lists

 Contracts and contract rights

 Patents, trademarks and 
copyrights

 Assembled labor force

 Trade secrets

 Shares of stock in corporations

 Not limited to…

22
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Local Assessment to Central Assessment

Dish v Department of Revenue, 364 Or 254 (2018)
 Property had been locally assessed for years. 

 Department decided in 2009 to bring cable and internet companies into 
the central assessment as a communication company.  

 Department created a new property tax account

 Court held that because centrally assessed property taxes intangible 
property as a unit and allocates back to property with a situs in Oregon -
it was all “new property”. 

 Measure 50 exception to increased MAV “new property” 

23
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Unit Valuation

Unit is a question of fact to be determined by the 
Department of Revenue

Unit Valuation

 is going concern value, 

 may be property within and without the state,

 allocated back to Oregon and related to property 
with a situs in this state.

24
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What is the Intended Use of Property? 

Will there be a change in use? 
 Change in use may trigger a reassessment of property.
 Measure 50 has exceptions to its constitutional protections limiting an 

increase in property values. 
 A sale or transfer of ownership is not an exception. 

 Property may lose statutory exempt status 

Will there be a substantial remodel that increases value substantially?
 Net addition may go on at 100% of cost 

25
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Farm Parcels to be Used for Solar Farm

Property tax statements had RMV and AV  
(property tax statement being used for the due 
diligence.)

 AV does not show it is EXEMPT value

 Loss of farmland exemption and property 
subject to back taxes for several years

 No longer locally assessed. Department 
could determine unit of property. 

 Big disclaimer in sale transaction on Property 
Tax Liability 

26
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GAAP Property Valuation 

 Cost ≠  Value

 Net Book Value ≠  Real Market Value 

 Fair Value ≠ Real Market Value

 Acct. Dep.  ≠ Appraisal Dep.

 Reporting Unit  ≠  Appraisal Unit 

Example:  Personal Property – use County depreciations, not GAAP 

27
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Omitted Property

 Tax Assessor may give notice of omitted property 

 Five-year claw back

 Property may not be retroactively added to the roll if it existed at the time of 
the original inspection of the property

 Site Improvements to land existed at time of Assessor inspection

 Undervalued not omitted property

ORS 311.205 

28
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Commercial Facilities Under Construction

New buildings or structures or an addition to an existing building or structure

 is in the process of construction on January 1;

 is not in use or occupancy on January 1;

 has not been in use or occupancy at any time prior to such January 1 date; 
and

 is constructed in furtherance of the production of income.

29
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Manufacturing Facilities

 Exception will apply to machinery or equipment located at the construction site 
which will be installed or affixed to buildings that qualify for the construction 
exemption.

 Testing of equipment does not qualify as “in use or occupancy” of a building. 

 Manufacturing facilities may claim exemption for no more than two 
consecutive years.

30
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Multiple Building Complex

Completed buildings, which were part of a complex of buildings for receiving, 
storage, and shipment, were not subject to taxation until the entire complex was 
completed. 

 Collier Carbon & Chemical Corp. v. Dept. of Rev., 263 Or 414 (1972)

31
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Property Owner Must File Proof 

 The assessor will assess the property because the assessor is required by 
statute to assess all property. 

 The assessor will “cancel” the assessment upon receiving proof that a 
property owner meets the statutory exemption conditions. 

 Proof must be filed by April 1. 

 Removal from exception requires notice by the property owner

 A roll correction with a reassessment can occur.

32
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Religious Organization

 Property must be used solely for the religious purposes of the organization. 

 Any part of a building not used for education, administration, charitable, 
recreational or for entertainment of the religious organization is not exempt. 

Caution: Failing to qualify for the exemption can lead to an omitted property 
assessment and penalties. 

33
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New Construction Costs/Real Market Value

Property Tax Assessment = Real Market Value*

Real Market Value = Willing buyer in the marketplace or value in exchange

*New property valuation sets the Maximum Assessment Value (MAV). Reporting 
all construction costs without documenting non-value costs will result in an over-
assessment of the RMV and setting the MAV. 

34
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Construction Costs That Do Not Add “Value”

 Minor construction;

 Working around an existing structure:

 Temporary walls, temporary wiring, extra construction time associated with 
working around an operating facility;

 Extraordinary business conditions:

 Funding or grants accelerating construction; and

 Change orders.

35
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Locally Assessed v Centrally Assessed Properties 

36

Local / Industrial Central – Utilities 
Property Real and Tangible Personal 

Property
“All” Property including Intangible
Property

Exemptions Intangible property; Software, 
Contracts Workforce, Goodwill

Limited to stocks, bonds, FCC 
Licenses, etc.

Ownership Legal Entity / Parcel Controlling Entity

Approaches to Value (Appraisal) Sales, Cost, Income Stock & Debt, Cost, Income

Allocation to Oregon N/A Gross Cost, Use, Gross Revenue
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Central Assessment (Historically Regulated Industries)

 Railroads

 Telephone Companies 
(Communication Companies)

 Pipeline

 Electricity

37

 Air

 Heating 

 Water Transportation

 Gas

foster.com

Contact Information

38

Cynthia M. Fraser
Portland
cynthia.fraser@foster.com
503.553.3223
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Speaker:  Eric Robertson 
Program:  Broad Brush Taxation 
Date:  October 21, 2021 

Title:  For Show or Dough?  Is Changing Your Entity’s Domicile Beneficial?  

Abstract:  This presentation covers the considerations attorneys should keep in mind when 
advising their clients about changing the domicile of an entity.  Changing the domicile of an 
entity may result in tax benefits in some cases, but using existing check the box regulations and 
state conversion statutes may also achieve the client’s desired results.  Attendees will be 
provided with several Oregon specific examples illustrating the various ways in which state 
statutes allow an entity to change its domicile.  

Point 1:  What is Domicile? 

An entity is domiciled in the state in which it is incorporated or organized.  An entity can have 
more than one domicile if its principal place of business or headquarters is located in a state that 
is different than the state of its incorporation or organization. For example, a corporation will be 
domiciled in Oregon if it is formed under Chapter 60 of the Oregon Revised Statutes (ORS). 
Similarly, an LLC will be considered to be domiciled in Oregon if it is formed under ORS 
Chapter 63.  Alternatively, an entity formed in Oregon but headquartered in Seattle would have 
domicile in both Oregon and Washington. 

Point 2: Potential Benefits of Changing Domicile 

When considering whether to change the domicile of an entity, a business owner should consider 
at least the following: (i) whether there are actual advantages under the state and local tax laws 
of the state they are considering moving to compared to their current domicile; and (ii) whether it 
makes sense to change entity types in place of, or as part of, changing their state of domicile (this 
is sometimes referred to as a “cross-species” conversion) either for tax purposes or for regulatory 
or other business purposes. 

When determining whether there are actual tax advantages to changing domiciles, it is often 
advisable to consult with a CPA or accountant to see whether any expected tax benefits are 
material enough to warrant a change in domicile. Whether a benefit is material will depend on a 
variety of factors, including which types of entity taxes are applicable to the client’s business 
(and to what degree they result in significant tax liability), the tax rates in the current and 
potential domicile, the location of the entity’s assets, the location of the entity’s employees, and 
the concentration of the entity’s market. Determining whether there is a material tax benefit to 
changing domiciles is a fact specific analysis, as there are 50 states all with different taxes and 
tax rates and within each state there are often local taxes applicable to an entity (for example, the 
City of Portland, Multnomah County, and the Tri-Met regional transit authority each impose one 
or more taxes on business income, self-employment wages, payroll, etc.).  
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As an example, a client considering changing their domicile from Oregon to Washington or 
Delaware may consider the significant shift in state taxes (and attendant administrative resources 
needed to adapt to the new tax structures) illustrated in the following chart: 

Tax Oregon Washington Delaware
Sales Tax No Yes No 
Use Tax No Yes No 

Income Tax Yes No Yes 
Corporate Activity 

Tax 
Yes No No

Gross Receipts Tax No Yes Yes 

Changing an entity’s domicile is only one way to help alleviate tax burdens, in addition to or as 
an alternative to changing an entity’s domicile, an entity may see tax benefits from converting 
their form of entity. A brief summary of the tax consequences of some common conversions are 
described below. 

Sole Proprietor or Single Member LLC to Partnership (and vice versa) 

Converting from a sole proprietorship or single member LLC to a partnership or multi-member 
LLC usually does not require any income tax recognition.  Instead, the members are treated as 
though they contributed the former business assets to a new partnership/LLC in exchange for 
interests in the new company.  Rev. Rul. 99-5; Rev. Rul. 99-6 
This does, however, have the effect of establishing the new LLC or partnership as a new 
taxpayer for federal income tax purposes.  This means that the entity will need an employer 
identification number (EIN), which can be obtained by filing Form SS-4 or by applying online 
through the IRS website (https://sa.www4.irs.gov/modiein/individual/index.jsp).  This also 
means the LLC or partnership will need to file its own federal income tax return (Form 1065) 
and report each member’s distributive share of income to the members for the members to 
include on their own tax returns. 

Partnership/LLC to Corporation 

Converting a partnership or LLC into a corporation is generally considered a transaction that 
does not require recognition of taxable income for federal income tax purposes  because the LLC 
members are considered to have contributed the assets of the LLC in exchange for shares of 
stock in the new corporation (Rev. Ruling 84-111; Rev. Ruling 2004-59).  An alternative to 
formally converting an LLC or partnership to a corporation would be to use the check the box 
election using IRS Form 8832 (this form can also be filed at a later date to “uncheck” the box). 
This type of conversion makes the most sense if the partners or members of the LLC expect the 
entity to experience significant growth, wish to more easily raise capital, or wish to provide stock 
options or other types of equity incentive that focus on stock.   
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Corporation to Partnership/LLC 

Unlike incorporating a partnership or LLC, converting a corporation to an LLC or partnership is 
generally a taxable event. Internal Revenue Code Section 336 considers this type of conversion 
to be a taxable liquidation of the corporation. The corporation will be treated as if it sold all of its 
assets for their fair market value and will be taxed on the hypothetical sale; the shareholders of 
the corporation will be taxed on the hypothetical distribution of the proceeds of the hypothetical 
sale. The shareholders will then be considered to have made a tax free contribution of the assets 
to the LLC in exchange for interests in the LLC. 

Because of the possible tax consequences of this type of conversion, it is most desirable when 
corporate assets have not appreciated, the corporation has a net operating loss that can absorb 
any potential gain on the deemed liquidation, and/or the corporation holds assets that could 
reasonably be expected to rapidly appreciate in the future (e.g. real estate or intellectual 
property).  

Point 3:  When Changing Domicile Makes Sense 

A primary consideration when deciding whether to change an entity’s domicile is the location of 
the entity’s assets. This means both where the entity’s operational assets are located (i.e. real and 
personal property) and where an entity’s employees are located. For example, some states tax 
inventory held in the state, while others don’t.  For a manufacturer or distributor this might be a 
significant tax consideration whereas it may not be a significant tax consideration for a service 
focused company. On the other hand, a service based provider might be more concerned with 
employment based taxes and the location of their employees (e.g. payroll taxes imposed in the 
Tri-Met region). 

In addition to the location of its assets, an entity should consider where it is physically doing 
business, as this will determine whether any sales taxes apply, and at what rate (Washington 
permits local jurisdictions, including Counties and Cities to levy their own sales taxes, e.g. there 
will be a sales tax rate differential between the cumulative sales tax rate in King County and the 
cumulative tax rate in Whitman County), and whether other certain local taxes apply.  

Physical location traditionally was the major consideration for entities deciding where to 
domicile, but as the world has become more digital, and many entities have moved away from a 
brick-and-mortar sales approach to a digital sales approach, many entities are placing more of an 
emphasis on where their market is concentrated (i.e. where their customers are). The Supreme 
Court Case South Dakota v. Wayfair, Inc., 138 S.Ct. 2080 (2018) which in the context of sales 
tax, ruled that a physical presence is not needed to create a nexus for sales tax purposes 
(generally known as “economic nexus”), upended the traditional approach and accelerated the 
need to place more weight on market concentration than physical location when identifying a 
business’s sales tax footprint. In Wayfair, the Supreme Court approved South Dakota’s sales tax 
regime, which applied to out-of-state sellers if they had greater than $100,000 in sales in the state 
or a certain number of transactions per year with customers in the state.  Many states have 
followed South Dakota’s lead and passed so-called “economic nexus” legislation, typically 
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setting a level of activity within the state before tax liability begins to accrue along the same 
lines of those thresholds approved in the Wayfair case. 

The result of Wayfair is that some remote sellers will be subject to sales tax in the some of the 
states in which they make sales if any of those states adopt sales tax legislation imposing 
“economic nexus” rules.  

Domiciling in a state with no income tax is often misunderstood as a way to avoid taxes in all 
situations.  Yet, as illustrated in the previous paragraph, domicile in a no-income-tax state would 
not shield an entity from sales tax liability. Shifting domicile may, however, provide some state 
income tax benefit. Income taxes are generally levied by states based on the amount of income 
attributable to the state (the process of attributing income is often referred to as “apportionment”; 
each state has different apportionment rules). In the event a business has significant income 
apportioned to no-income-tax states or that would be apportioned in a way so that some of its 
income would be apportioned to nowhere (an abnormal, but possible, outcome), the business 
may benefit from domiciling in a state that has no income tax. This is primarily because these 
categories of income would generally fall into the category of income taxable under the laws of 
the business’ home state. Further, Public Law 86-272 prevents states from imposing income 
taxes on taxpayers whose only activity in the state is soliciting sales. So, there may be significant 
income tax gains available for businesses to relocate to no-income-tax states, if the business is 
only selling into other states (and doesn’t have physical locations, employees, etc. that might be 
located in other states). On the other hand, an entity that predominately sells in one state (e.g. 
Oregon) or region and is not protected by Public Law 86-272 may not see a material benefit to 
changing their domicile to a state with no income tax, as the bulk of its income will remain 
taxable by the state in which the customers reside (in this example, Oregon) and those sales 
would not otherwise enjoy the zero-income-tax treatment afforded by the domicile state.  

Point 4:  How to Change Domicile 

Oregon law explicitly provides for conversion of corporations (ORS 60.472) and LLCs (ORS 
63.470).  These statutes provide that a foreign entity (i.e. incorporated or organized in another 
state) may convert to an Oregon entity, or an Oregon entity may convert to a foreign entity. 

A foreign entity wishing to convert to an Oregon entity must take the following procedural steps 
(ORS 60.472(1); ORS 63.470(1)): 

1. Ensure the statute of the entity’s existing domicile also has a conversion statute or some
other statute that permits the conversion of the entity to a foreign (read: Oregon) entity;

2. Approve a plan of conversion (ORS 60.474(1); ORS 63.473(1));
3. File articles of conversion with the Oregon Secretary of State’s office and the appropriate

administrative office of the entity’s existing domicile (if required under the existing
domicile’s statutes) (ORS 60.476(1); ORS 63.476(1));

4. File any other documents and comply with any additional requirements of the other
jurisdiction to effectuate the conversion.

An Oregon entity wishing to convert to an entity organized under the laws of another jurisdiction 
must follow the following procedural steps (ORS 60.472(2); ORS 63.470(2)): 
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1. Ensure the laws of the other jurisdiction permit the conversion;
2. Approve a plan of conversion;
3. File Articles of Conversion with the Oregon Secretary of State and the administrative

office of the entity’s new jurisdiction (if required);
4. Submit an application to the Oregon Secretary of State to transact business in Oregon,

unless the corporation does not intend to conduct business in Oregon after the
conversion;

5. If the corporation will continue to conduct business in Oregon after the conversion,
comply with all with all requirements of a foreign business to conduct business in
Oregon; and

6. File any other documents and comply with any additional requirements of the other
jurisdiction required to effectuate the conversion.

In addition to any requirements imposed by the laws of a jurisdiction that the entity is converting 
to or from, Oregon requires that a plan of conversion include the following information (ORS 
60.472(3); ORS 63.470(3)): 

1. The name and type of entity prior to conversion;
2. Name and type of business entity after the conversion;
3. A summary of the material terms of the conversion;
4. The manner and basis of converting the ownership interests of each owner into ownership

interests or obligations of the converted entity, or any other business entity, or other
property or cash;

5. Any additional information that the statutes governing the type of entity of the converted
entity require in the organizational document of the converted entity; and

6. Any other provisions the entity wishes to include in the plan of conversion related to the
conversion.

Foreign Law:  Conversion, Merger, or Domestication 

In order to use the Oregon conversion statutes, the other jurisdiction involved in the conversion 
must also have a conversion statute or permit a conversion. While Oregon contains a fairly 
standard conversion statute, other states may not. It is important to fully read through the foreign 
jurisdiction’s statutes to make sure that all conversion requirements are met. Oregon’s 
corporation and LLC conversion statutes also contain the same basis requirements to convert. 
Other states may have significant differences between the requirements to convert an LLC 
compared to converting a corporation. 

If the other jurisdiction does not have a conversion statute or permit a conversion (e.g. 
converting a corporation from California to another jurisdiction), a domicile change can be 
effectuated through a merger or re-domestication. For a merger, a new entity must be set up in 
the desired jurisdiction and the existing entity must merge into the new entity. This adds another 
wrinkle of complexity (and possible tax consequences, although such a merger would generally 
qualify as a tax-free reorganization for federal income tax purposes) depending on the specifics 
of the converting entity. Re-domestication statutes exist in some states (see Nevada in Point 5), 
and provide a more pointed and streamlined process to change the domicile of an entity, even 
compared to a conversion.  
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Point 5:  Examples  

Washington 

Both Oregon and Washington have conversion statutes for corporations and LLCs allowing both 
domestic and foreign entities to change their domicile. Meaning, an Oregon entity that wishes to 
change its domicile to Washington, or a Washington entity wishing to change its domicile to 
Oregon may do so using the conversion statutes of each state. Some key differences between the 
Oregon and Washington conversion statutes are listed below:  

Washington corporate conversion statute (RCW 23B.09.010)
Washington LLC conversion statute (RCW 25.15.441)
Washington Conversion cover form: https://www.sos.wa.gov/corps/entity-conversions-
available-june-12.aspx

In Washington, a converting LLC must have its plan of conversion approved by all members of 
the LLC. (RCW 25.15.441). 

In addition to the Oregon-specific content requirements for a plan of conversion, a plan of 
conversion in Washington must also contain a copy of the organizational documents of the 
converted entity. (RCW 25.15.436(2)). 

Washington Articles of Conversion filed with the Secretary of State must include: 
A statement that the LLC has been converted into another organization
The name and form of the converted organization and the jurisdiction of its governing
statute
The date the conversion is effective (per terms of statute governing converted entity)
Statement that conversion was approved as required under Washington LLC Act
Statement that conversion was approved as required under [the foreign jurisdiction] LLC
Act.
Address of converted entity (if entity is not registered to do business in Washington)

Nevada 

Nevada has a conversion statute that allows corporations and LLCs to change their domicile. 
However, Nevada also provides a process called “re-domestication” which provides a simpler 
approach to changing the domicile of an entity. 

To use the re-domestication process, an Oregon entity converting to a Nevada entity will need to: 

1. File articles of incorporation/organization in Nevada;
2. Obtain a certificate of existence from the Oregon Secretary of State; and
3. File articles of domestication in Nevada.
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For the Oregon portion of the re-domestication process, articles of conversion will still need to 
be filed with the Oregon Secretary of State, and a Plan of Conversion will still need to be 
adopted.  

Practice Tip: our experience has been that the Nevada 
Secretary of State requires the documents listed above be 
submitted on the form provided by the Nevada Secretary of 
State, unlike Oregon where you can often draft your own 
document containing the required information. Conversion 
and Re-domestication forms can be found at the following 
link: https://www.nvsos.gov/sos/businesses/commercial-
recordings/forms-fees/all-business-forms. 

California 

California does not have a conversion statute, meaning to change domicile from a California 
entity to an Oregon entity, a separate Oregon entity must be formed and the California entity 
must be merged into the new Oregon entity. The specifics of how the merger is structured is a 
case-by-case situation, but often will not result in the recognition of taxable income for federal 
income tax purposes. 

Delaware 

Delaware allows both corporations and LLCs to convert. Converting to or from a Delaware 
entity would follow a similar structure as the Oregon and Washington section above. Since 
Delaware is a popular location for corporations to domicile, you will find attached the current 
Delaware Division of Corporations conversion forms as of the date of this presentation. You can 
download other relevant conversion forms for LLC’s or other combination of conversions from 
the Delaware Division of Corporations website at https://corp.delaware.gov/conversions09/ . 
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Form 64 
 

PLAN OF CONVERSION 

INTRODUCTORY COMMENT 
The following plan of conversion assumes that an Oregon corporation is being converted 

to an Oregon LLC. Under the Oregon Business Corporation Act, an Oregon corporation may be 
converted to another business entity organized under Oregon law if 

(1) the statutes governing the other business entity permit conversion; 
(2) the corporation’s board of directors adopts a plan of conversion; 
(3) the corporation’s shareholders approve the plan; and 
(4) the converting entity files articles of conversion with the Secretary of State, 

Corporation Division.  
See ORS 60.472; ORS 60.474; ORS 60.476; see also ORS 60.487. 

PRACTICE TIP: A form of articles of conversion is available on request from the 
Corporation Division (telephone 503-986-2200).  
If the statutes governing other business entities permit conversion, other business entities 

may convert to a corporation. See ORS 58.045 (professional corporations); ORS 62.605–
62.62.623 (cooperatives); ORS 63.467–63.497 (limited liability companies); ORS 67.340–
67.365 (partnerships); ORS 70.500–70.540 (limited partnerships).  

An Oregon corporation (as well as other Oregon business entities) may also convert to a 
business entity organized under the laws of another jurisdiction if 

(1) the laws of that jurisdiction permit the conversion; 
(2) the converting corporation approves a plan of conversion;  
(3) the converting entity files articles of conversion in Oregon;  
(4) the converted business entity submits an application to transact business as a 

foreign business entity of that type to the Secretary of State for filing and meets all other 
requirements prescribed under Oregon law for authorization to transact business as a foreign 
business entity of that type; and  

(5) the corporation complies with all requirements imposed under the laws of the 
other jurisdiction with respect to the conversion. ORS 60.472(1). 

ORS 60.472 sets forth the requirements for conversion and the plan of conversion when a 
corporation is involved. Similar provisions are found in ORS 62.607 for cooperatives, ORS 
63.470 for limited liability companies, ORS 67.342 for partnerships, and ORS 70.505 for limited 
partnerships. Pursuant to ORS 58.045, the provisions of the Oregon Business Corporation Act 
governing conversions and mergers apply to professional corporations, subject to the limitations 
of ORS 58.196. 

A plan of conversion must set forth the following information:  
(1) the “name and type of the business entity before conversion”; 
(2) the “name and type of the business entity after conversion”;  
(3) a “summary of the material terms and conditions of the conversion”;  
(4) the “manner and basis of converting the ownership interests of each owner into 

ownership interests or obligations of the converted business entity or any other business entity, 
or into cash or other property in whole or in part”; and  

(5) any additional information required in the organizational document of the 
converted business entity by the statutes governing that type of business entity. ORS 60.472(3).  
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The plan of conversion may also set forth other provisions relating to the conversion. 
ORS 60.472(4). 

CAVEAT: The lawyer must consider many factors in determining whether a 
conversion is appropriate for a client. See generally 2 Advising Oregon Businesses ch 42 
(OSB Legal Pubs 2017). The income tax consequences of a conversion are extremely 
important and the lawyer should carefully consider them. A conversion can have 
unintended negative tax consequences. This is especially true for a corporation 
converting into a limited liability company. See 1 Advising Oregon Businesses, §§ 7.8-1 
to § 7.8-4. 

PLAN OF CONVERSION 
This plan of conversion (this “Plan”), dated ______________, 20___, is intended to 

convert XYZ Inc., an Oregon corporation (the “Company”), into an Oregon limited liability 
company, in accordance with the requirements of ORS 60.472 to 60.501 of the Oregon Business 
Corporation Act (the “Act”) 

RECITALS 
A. The Company is a corporation existing under the Act. The Company has 

[number] shareholders who together own 100 percent of the shares of the Company (the 
“Shares”). 

B. The shareholders and board of directors deem it advisable and in the best interest 
of the Company that the Company be converted into an Oregon limited liability company 
pursuant to ORS 60.472 to 60.501 of the Act (the “Conversion”), and thereafter exist as a 
limited liability company pursuant to the Oregon Limited Liability Company Act, ORS chapter 
63 (the “LLC Act”). 

C. Pursuant to ORS 60.487, the board of directors and shareholders have approved 
the Conversion of the Company into a limited liability company under the terms and conditions 
set forth below. 
1. ENTITY BEFORE CONVERSION 

The name of the entity before conversion is XYZ Inc. The type of the entity before 
conversion is an Oregon corporation. 
2. ENTITY AFTER CONVERSION 

The name of the entity after conversion is XYZ LLC. The type of the entity after 
conversion is an Oregon limited liability company. 
3. EFFECTIVE [DATE / TIME] 

The articles of conversion and any other documents necessary to be filed to complete the 
conversion will be filed with the Oregon Secretary of State and the conversion will be effective 
[on the date of the filing of the articles of conversion (the “Effective Date”) / at 11:59 p.m. on 
____________, 20___ (the “Effective Time”)]. 
4. TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF CONVERSION 

[On the Effective Date / At the Effective Time], XYZ Inc. will convert from an Oregon 
corporation to an Oregon limited liability company (the “Conversion”), and the name of the 
converted entity will be XYZ LLC.  

COMMENT: The terms of a plan of conversion will vary, depending on the type of 
entity involved and the nature of the transaction.  

5. EFFECT OF CONVERSION 
[On the Effective Date / At the Effective Time], 
(a)  the business entity continues its existence despite the Conversion; 
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(b) title to all real estate and other property owned by XYZ Inc. is vested in XYZ LLC 
by virtue of the Conversion without reversion or impairment; 

(c) all obligations of XYZ Inc., including, without limitation, contractual, tort, 
statutory, and administrative obligations, are obligations of XYZ LLC; and 

(d) any action or proceeding pending against XYZ Inc. or its owners may be continued 
as if the Conversion had not occurred, or XYZ LLC may be substituted as a party to the action or 
proceeding. 

COMMENT: The above provisions are taken from ORS 60.478(1)(a)–(d). ORS 
60.478 details the legal effect of a conversion. It is especially important for the plan of 
conversion to state that the legal existence of the entity continues.  

Unless the converted business entity is a partnership, the entity retains an assumed 
business name registered pursuant to ORS chapter 648. If the converted business entity is 
a partnership, the converting business entity must amend or cancel the registration, and 
the partners of the partnership must register the name as an assumed business name. ORS 
60.478(1)(h). 

The liability of an owner for obligations of the business entity is governed by 
ORS 60.478(1)(f)–(g). The lawyer should carefully review and consider these provisions. 
If, before conversion, an owner of a business entity was a partner of a partnership or a 
general partner of a limited partnership and was personally liable for the business entity’s 
liabilities, and, after conversion, is an owner normally protected from personal liability, 
then that owner risks being personally liable to certain parties for the business entity’s 
liabilities for up to 12 months after conversion. ORS 60.478(1)(g).  

6. CAPITALIZATION OF XYZ INC. 
The current authorized capital of XYZ Inc. consists of ______ shares of undesignated 

preferred stock without par value, of which no shares are issued or outstanding, and _____ shares 
of common stock without par value, of which ______ shares are issued, outstanding, and fully 
paid (“XYZ Inc. Common Stock”). There are no outstanding options, warrants, or other rights to 
purchase or receive securities of XYZ Inc. 
7. MANNER AND BASIS OF CONVERTING OWNERSHIP 

7.1 Conversion of Shares. [On the Effective Date / At the Effective Time], by virtue 
of the Conversion and without any action on the part of any party or any shareholder, each share 
of XYZ Inc. Common Stock outstanding immediately before the Conversion will, subject to the 
limitations set forth in this Plan, be converted into the right to receive [describe ownership 
interests of XYZ LLC, cash, or other property that each owner of XYZ Inc. will receive as a 
result of the conversion]. 

7.2 Exchange of Stock Certificates. A shareholder who delivers to XYZ LLC all 
certificates representing shares of stock of XYZ Inc. held by such shareholder of record [on the 
Effective Date / at the Effective Time] (or who delivers an appropriate affidavit of loss and, at 
the discretion of XYZ LLC, either a bond or an undertaking of indemnity in the case of any such 
stock certificates that have been lost, stolen, or destroyed) will be entitled to receive in exchange 
therefor [describe conversion consideration] to which he or she is entitled. Until so surrendered, 
each outstanding certificate that, before the [Effective Date / Effective Time], represented shares 
of common stock of XYZ Inc. will be deemed for all purposes to be redeemed, and the previous 
holder will be entitled to receive only the [describe conversion consideration] provided. On the 
surrender and exchange of such outstanding certificates that, before the [Effective Date / 
Effective Time], represented shares of stock of XYZ Inc., [describe as appropriate if the type of 
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consideration received in the conversion is something other than an equivalent membership 
interest in the LLC, e.g., “there will be paid to the record holders of the certificates surrendered, 
the amount, without interest thereon, they are entitled to receive pursuant to section 7.1”]. 
8. DISSENTERS’ RIGHTS 

Shareholders of XYZ Inc. have the right to elect to dissent from this Plan and to receive 
the fair value for their shares (the “Dissenting Shares”) as provided by certain provisions of the 
Oregon Business Corporation Act attached as Exhibit A (the “Appraisal Laws”). 
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Plan, any Dissenting Shares will, after the [Effective 
Date / Effective Time], be entitled to only such rights as are afforded in respect of Dissenting 
Shares pursuant to the Appraisal Laws. Shareholders of XYZ Inc. holding Dissenting Shares will 
not be entitled to receive membership interests [or other consideration] in XYZ LLC but will be 
entitled to only those rights that are granted by the Appraisal Laws. 
9. DIRECTOR AND SHAREHOLDER APPROVAL 

The board of directors and shareholders of XYZ Inc. have approved this Plan at meetings 
called and held in accordance with the applicable provisions of Oregon law and XYZ Inc.’s 
articles of incorporation and bylaws. 
10. ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION; OPERATING AGREEMENT 

[On and after the Effective Date / At and after the Effective Time], all shareholders of 
XYZ Inc. who receive membership interests of XYZ LLC will be bound by the articles of 
organization and operating agreement of XYZ LLC, copies of which are attached to and made a 
part of this Plan. 

COMMENT: Unlike a corporation’s bylaws, it is customary practice for each 
member of a limited liability company to execute the operating agreement. This form 
contemplates attaching the operating agreement and binding the members to such 
agreement, but the operating agreement should also be executed by each member. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, XYZ Inc. has caused this Plan to be executed by its duly 

authorized officers as of the date first above written. 
 

 XYZ INC. 
 
By: /s/________________________ 
[name] 
[title] 

 
 
CAVEAT: This form is illustrative only. Lawyers must depend on their own legal research, 

knowledge of the law, and personal expertise in using or modifying this form. 
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Dear Sir or Madam: 

Enclosed please find a form for a Certificate of Conversion from a Non-Delaware 
Corporation to a Delaware Corporation. The fee to file the Certificate of Conversion is 
$164.00 for a 1 page document. Please add $9 for each additional page.  A Certificate of 
Incorporation is required to be filed simultaneously with the Certificate of Conversion. 
Enclosed for your convenience, please find a form for a Stock Certificate of 
Incorporation. Forms for a Non-Stock Certificate of Incorporation can be found on our 
web site. The fee for filing the Certificate of Incorporation is a minimum of $89.00 for a 
1 page document.  Please add $9 for each additional page.  Filing fees for the Certificate 
of Incorporation will vary depending on the amount of authorized stock.  You may 
contact our office for assistance in calculating these fees.  Please submit the filing with 1 
cover sheet with Conversion first. You will receive a stamped “filed” copy of your 
document. If you would like a certified copy it will be an additional $100.00. ($50.00 for 
the Conversion and $50.00 for the Certificate of Incorporation) Expedited services are 
available please contact our office concerning these fees.  Please make any check payable 
to “Delaware Secretary of State”. 

In order to process your request in a timely manner, please include a cover letter 
with your name, address and telephone/fax number to enable us to contact you if 
necessary. For your convenience a cover sheet is available at the following link. 
http://corp.delaware.gov/filingmemo.pdf. Please make sure you thoroughly complete 
all information requested on these forms. It is important that the execution be legible, we 
request that you print or type your name under the signature line.  

Thank you for choosing Delaware as your corporate home. Should you require 
further assistance in this or any other matter, please don’t hesitate to call us at (302) 739-
3073.

Sincerely,

Department of State  
Division of Corporations 
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STATE OF DELAWARE  
CERTIFICATE OF CONVERSION  

FROM A NON-DELAWARE CORPORATION  
 TO A DELAWARE CORPORATION  

PURSUANT TO SECTION 265 OF THE  
DELAWARE GENERAL CORPORATION LAW   

1.) The jurisdiction where the Non-Delaware Corporation first formed is

2.) The jurisdiction immediately prior to filing this Certificate is

3.) The date the Non-Delaware Corporation first formed is_____________________.

________________.

________________________________________________________________.

4.) The name of the Non-Delaware Corporation immediately prior to filing this
Certificate is 

5.) The name of the Corporation as set forth in the Certificate of  Incorporation is 
________________________________________________________________.

______________________________________________________.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned being duly authorized to sign on behalf 
of the converting Non-Delaware Corporation have executed this Certificate on the
___________ _________________day of _______________., A.D.

By:

       Name:
Print or Type 

         Title:_____________________________ 
Print or Type 

_____________________________

_____________________________
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STATE of DELAWARE  
CERTIFICATE of INCORPORATION  

A STOCK CORPORATION  

_____________________________________
____________________________________________________________________.

• First: The name of this Corporation is 

• Second: Its registered office in the State of Delaware is to be located at
________________________________ Street, in the City of _____________________ 
County of _________________ Zip Code __________. 

The registered agent in charge thereof is 

_____________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________.

Third: The purpose of the corporation is to engage in any lawful act or activity for
which corporations may be organized under the General Corporation Law of
Delaware.

• Fourth: The amount of the total stock of this corporation is authorized to issue is 
_______________________shares (number of authorized shares) with a par value of 
_____________________ per share. 

• Fifth: The name and mailing address of the incorporator are as follows:
Name ____________________________________________________  
Mailing Address____________________________________________
________________________Zip Code_____________

• I, The Undersigned, for the purpose of forming a corporation under the laws of the 
State of Delaware, do make, file and record this Certificate, and do certify that the 
facts herein stated are true, and I have accordingly hereunto set my hand this
__________day of _______________, A.D. 20______.

NAME:_____________________________
(type or print) 

BY:________________________________
(Incorporator)  
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Dear Sir or Madam: 

Enclosed please find a form for a Certificate of Conversion from a Delaware or 
Non-Delaware Limited Liability Company to a Delaware Corporation. The fee to file the 
Certificate of Conversion is $164.00 for a 1 page document. Please add $9 for each 
additional page. A Certificate of Incorporation is required to be filed simultaneously with 
the Certificate of Conversion.  Enclosed for your convenience, please find a form for a 
Stock Certificate of Incorporation.  Forms for a Non-Stock Certificate of Incorporation 
can be found on our web site. The fee for filing the Certificate of Incorporation is a 
minimum of $89.00 for a 1 page document.  Please add $9 for each additional page. 
Filing fees for the Certificate of Incorporation will vary depending on the amount of 
authorized stock. You may contact our office for assistance in calculating these fees. 
Please submit the filing with 1 cover sheet with Conversion first. You will receive a 
stamped “filed” copy of your document. If you would like a certified copy it will be an 
additional $100.00. ($50.00 for the Conversion and $50.00 for the Certificate of 
Incorporation) Expedited services are available please contact our office concerning these 
fees. Delaware entities converting to any other non-Delaware or domestic entity must 
also pay all applicable taxes.  Please contact our Franchise Tax Department for 
assistance.  Please make any check payable to “Delaware Secretary of State”.

In order to process your request in a timely manner, please include a cover letter 
with your name, address and telephone/fax number to enable us to contact you if 
necessary. For your convenience a cover sheet is available at the following link. 
http://corp.delaware.gov/filingmemo.pdf. Please make sure you thoroughly complete 
all information requested on these forms. It is important that the execution be legible, we 
request that you print or type your name under the signature line.  

Thank you for choosing Delaware as your corporate home. Should you require 
further assistance in this or any other matter, please don’t hesitate to call us at (302) 739-
3073.

Sincerely,

Department of State  
Division of Corporations 
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STATE OF DELAWARE  
CERTIFICATE OF CONVERSION  

FROM A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY TO A   
CORPORATION PURSUANT TO SECTION 265 OF  

THE DELAWARE GENERAL CORPORATION LAW  

1.) The jurisdiction where the Limited Liability Company first formed is
________________________________________________________________.

2.) The jurisdiction immediately prior to filing this Certificate is________________.

3.) The date the Limited Liability Company first formed is_____________________.

4.) The name of the Limited Liability Company immediately prior to filing this
Certificate is

5.) The name of the Corporation as set forth in the Certificate of  Incorporation is
________________________________________________________________.

_______________________________________________________.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned being duly authorized to sign on behalf 
of the converting Limited Liability Company have executed this Certificate on the

       ___________day of _________________, A.D._______________.

      By:_____________________________ 

       Name:
Print or Type 

        Title:______________________________ 
Print or Type 

_____________________________
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STATE of DELAWARE  
CERTIFICATE of INCORPORATION  

A STOCK CORPORATION  

• First: The name of this Corporation is _____________________________________  
_____________________________________________________________________.

• Second: Its registered office in the State of Delaware is to be located at
________________________________ Street, in the City of _____________________
County of _________________ Zip Code __________.

The registered agent in charge thereof is _____________________________________
____________________________________________________________________.

Third: The purpose of the corporation is to engage in any lawful act or activity for
which corporations may be organized under the General Corporation Law of
Delaware.

• Fourth: The amount of the total stock of this corporation is authorized to issue is
_______________________shares (number of authorized shares) with a par value of 
_____________________ per share.

• Fifth: The name and mailing address of the incorporator are as follows:
Name ____________________________________________________  
Mailing Address____________________________________________
________________________Zip Code_____________

• I, The Undersigned, for the purpose of forming a corporation under the laws of the 
State of Delaware, do make, file and record this Certificate, and do certify that the 
facts herein stated are true, and I have accordingly hereunto set my hand this  
__________day of _______________, A.D. 20______.

BY:________________________________
(Incorporator)  

NAME:_____________________________
(type or print) 
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For Show or Dough? Is 
Changing Your Entity’s 
Domicile Beneficial?
Eric Robertson, Miller Nash LLP

OSB Broadbrush Taxation Seminar
October 21, 2021

What is Domicile?

 An entity is domiciled in the state in which it is incorporated or 
organized.
 An entity can have more than one domicile if its headquarters is located 

in a state that is different than its state of incorporation or organization.
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Potential Benefits of Changing Domicile

 Potential state tax advantage depending on particulars of the entity and 
the old and new domicile.
 Considerations:

• Actual state and local tax advantages
• Changing entity types

Considerations for Changing Domicile

 Considerations:
• Case by case situation; fact dependent
• Consult a CPA or accountant
• Type of entity; applicable types of taxes
• If there is a benefit, is it material?
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Considerations for Changing Domicile
 Entity Conversion

• Sole Proprietor to single member LLC or partnership 
− Usually a transaction that does not require federal income tax recognition; members treated as 

though they contributed former business assets to the new partnership/LLC in exchange for 
interests in the new company.

• Partnership or LLC to Corporation
− Usually a transaction that does not require federal income tax recognition.
− Members are considered to have contributed assets in exchange for shares of stock in the new 

corporation. 
− Alternative: Check the box using IRS Form 8832

• Corporation to Partnership or LLC
− Usually a taxable event because Code Section 336 considers this to be a taxable liquidation of the 

corporation.
− Shareholders considered to have made a tax free contribution of the assets to the LLC.

When Changing Domicile Makes Sense

 Asset location
• Assets for use in operations
• employees

 Where company is doing business 
• Physical location
• Consider impact of South Dakota v. Wayfair

 Market Concentration 
• Where is income apportioned?
• Public Law 86-272 prohibits states from imposing income taxes on taxpayers 

whose only activity in the state is soliciting sales.
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How to Change Domicile
 Oregon provides for a conversion statute for corporations (ORS 60.472) and LLCs 

(ORS 63.470). These statutes provide that a foreign entity may convert to an Oregon 
entity, or an Oregon entity may convert to a foreign entity.

 A foreign entity wishing to convert to an Oregon entity must take the following 
procedural steps:

1. Ensure the statute of the entity’s existing domicile also has a conversion statute or some other 
statute that permits the conversion of the entity to a foreign (read: Oregon) entity;

2. Approve a plan of conversion;
3. File articles of conversion with the Oregon Secretary of State’s office and the appropriate 

administrative office of the entity’s existing domicile (if required under the existing domicile’s 
statutes);

4. File any other documents and comply with any additional requirements of the other 
jurisdiction to effectuate the conversion.

How to Change Domicile
 An Oregon entity wishing to convert to an entity organized under the laws of 

another jurisdiction must follow the following procedural steps (ORS 
60.472(2); (ORS 63.470(2)):

1. Ensure the laws of the other jurisdiction permit the conversion;
2. Approve a Plan of Conversion;
3. File Articles of Conversion with the Oregon Secretary of State and the administrative 

office of the entity’s new jurisdiction (if required); 
4. Submit an application to the Oregon Secretary of State to transact business in Oregon, 

unless the entity does not intend to conduct business in Oregon after the conversion;
5. If the entity will continue to conduct business in Oregon after the conversion, comply 

with all with all requirements of a foreign business to conduct business in Oregon; and 
6. File any other documents and comply with any additional requirements of the other 

jurisdiction required to effectuate the conversion.
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How to Change Domicile
 In addition to any requirements imposed by the laws of a jurisdiction that the 

corporation is converting to or from, Oregon requires that a Plan of 
Conversion include the following information (ORS 60.472(3); ORS 63.470(3)):

1. The name and type of entity prior to conversion; 
2. Name and type of business entity after the conversion; 
3. A summary of the material terms of the conversion; 
4. The manner and basis of converting the ownership interests of each owner into 

ownership interests or obligations of the converted entity, or any other business 
entity, or other property or cash;

5. Any additional information that the statutes governing the type of entity of the 
converted entity require in the organizational document of the converted entity; and 

6. Any other provisions the entity wishes to include in the plan of conversion related to 
the conversion.

Foreign Law: Conversion, Merger, or 
Domestication
 In order to use the conversion statute provided for Oregon corporations 

and LLCs the other jurisdiction involved in the conversion must also have 
a conversion statute or permit a conversion. 
 Some states have the same requirements for all entity types other states 

differ based on entity type. 
 Check corporate, partnership, and LLC acts for both current and desired 

domicile.
 If there is no conversion statute check for re-domestication, if neither 

statutes exist in a jurisdiction merging entities will be an option. 
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Examples Involving Oregon

 California
• No conversion statute for corporations wanting to re-domicile from California.
• To convert to Oregon, create new Oregon entity and merge the California entity 

into it. 
• Structure of merger is a case by case situation, but will not often result in the 

recognition of taxable income for federal income tax purposes.  

Examples Involving Oregon
 Washington

• Both Oregon and Washington have conversion statutes for corporations and LLCs 
allowing both domestic and foreign entities to change their domicile. Meaning, an 
Oregon entity that wishes to change its domicile to Washington, or a Washington entity 
wishing to change its domicile to Oregon may do so using the conversion statutes of 
each state.
− Washington corporate conversion statute (RCW 23B.09.010)
− Washington LLC conversion statute (RCW 25.15.441)

• A Plan of Conversion must be consented to by all members of a converting LLC (RCW 
25.15.441)

• Washington Plan of Conversion must include (RCW 25.15.436(2))
− Same information as an Oregon Plan of Conversion, plus the organizational documents of the 

converted entity.
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Examples Involving Oregon

 Washington
• Washington Articles of Conversion filed with Secretary of State. Must include:

− A statement that the LLC has been converted into another organization
− The name and form of the converted organization and the jurisdiction of its governing 

statute
− The date the conversion is effective (per terms of statute governing converted entity)
− Statement that conversion was approved as required under Washington LLC Act
− Statement that conversion was approved as required under Oregon LLC Act.
− Address of converted entity (if entity is not registered to do business in Washington)

Examples Involving Oregon
 Nevada

• Nevada has a conversion statute that allows corporations and LLCs to change their 
domicile. However, Nevada also provides a process called “re-domestication”

• To use the re-domestication process, an Oregon entity converting to a Nevada entity will 
need to:
− File Articles of Incorporation/Organization in Nevada;
− Obtain a certificate of existence from the Oregon Secretary of State; and 
− File articles of domestication in Nevada. 
− For the Oregon portion of the re-domestication process, Articles of Conversion will still need to 

be filed with the Oregon Secretary of State, and a Plan of Conversion will still need to be adopted. 
• Practice Tip:  In my experience, Nevada requires that you use the forms provided by 

their Secretary of State office, unlike Oregon, which will allow you to draft your own 
documents.
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Examples Involving Oregon

 Delaware 
• Delaware allows corporations and LLCs to convert. This process will be very 

similar to the conversion process described for Washington. 
• Delaware secretary of state provides a form for each possible type of conversion 

that should be filed to effectuate the conversion. 

Thank You
Eric Robertson
Miller Nash LLP
eric.robertson@millernash.com
503.205.2411
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COLLECTION ALTERNATIVES

Broadbrush Taxation 2021

Sarah Lora, Lewis & Clark Low Income Taxpayer Clinic

ROADMAP

• Federal
• Statute of Limitations – CSED (Collection Statute Expiration Date)
• Currently Not Collectible
• Offset Bypass Refund
• Offer In Compromise
• Installment Agreement

• State
• Payment Plan
• Garnishment Modification
• Suspended Collection Status
• Temporary Collection Hold
• Settlement Offer
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STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

• IRC § 6502 – the IRS generally has 10 years from date of assessment to collect 
the debt.

• Some collection alternatives toll the SOL
• Requesting an IA or OIC, while the IRS (including Appeals) is considering it, and for 

30 days after rejection suspends levy action and extends CSED (Collection Statute 
Expiration Date) 

• Requesting CDP hearing: collection suspended from date of request until notice of 
determination is issued or Tax Court decision becomes final

FEDERAL COLLECTION ALTERNATIVES

• Options options options!

• Pay in Full.

• Currently Not Collectible “CNC” – Cl is suffering financial hardship.

• Offer In Compromise “OIC” – Cl’s reasonable collection potential (“RCP”) is less 
than the debt owed - the IRS may make a deal.

• Installment Agreement “IA” – Cl’s RCP is more than debt and there is no other 
alternative.

• Bankruptcy – Tax year 3 years old, 240 days since tax assessed, 2 years since return 
filed.  Refer client to bankruptcy attorney
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CURRENTLY NOT COLLECTIBLE

• IRS puts a hold on collection activities.

• Temporary financial hardship. IRS policy statement 5-71 gives authority.

• To obtain – gather cl’s latest income and bank statements.  2 ways to obtain 
CNC
• Call IRS Practitioner Priority Service – 1-866-860-4259 and explain cl’s financial 

situation over the phone.  No filing compliance needed – IRM 5.16.1.2.9 (12)

• For immediate hardship cases. Submit Form 911, Narrative, Collection Information 
Statement (433-F) and supporting docs to IRS Taxpayer Advocate Service (TAS).

CURRENTLY NOT COLLECTIBLE

• Pros
• Get immediate relief from collection activities.

• Does not toll CSED.

• Cons
• Not a permanent solution for those who expect to get back on their feet.

• Debt remains, interest continues to accrue.

• IRS continues to offset future refunds to pay the back taxes (EXCEPT in extreme 
hardship situations TP can obtain “Offset Bypass Refund” by requesting through TAS)
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OFFSET BYPASS REFUND

• TPs in CNC – future refunds are offset to pay debt.
• In an emergency TAS can make sure TP gets the refund.  
• Examples of hardship:

• Large family with 1 low wage job.

• Large housing habitability expenses coming up.

• Utility shut off/ Eviction notices

• Unusual medical expenses

• Won’t work if other agencies would offset the refund
• Only available for current year.

OFFSET BYPASS

• HOW TO:
• File tax return.

• Immediately or within a few days, File 911 with cover letter with detailed client 
narrative and back up documentation.

• Fax to TAS with copy of return.

• You are out of luck if refund is already offset – so timing is everything!
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OFFER IN COMPROMISE

• IRM 5.8.1.1.1: An offer in compromise (OIC) is an agreement between a taxpayer and 
the government that settles a tax liability for payment of less than the full amount owed.

• In Pub 656 - Form 433-A (OIC) – Calculates RCP (“Reasonable Collection Potential”)

• Low income clients do not pay fee or down payment. (See Form 656 attached)

• Is your client Ready?
• In filing compliance.

• collection compliance for 5 years?

• 3 months paystubs and 3 months bank statements?

• Refund for tax year in which offer is filed AND accepted will be offset – NO hardship 
exceptions.

• IRS usually wants to forgive the debt.  They will call you if you miss a question or need 
clarification on an issue.  Perfection is useful but not necessary.

OFFER IN COMPROMISE

• Doubt as to collectability: exists in any case where the taxpayer's assets and income 
are less than the full amount of the liability.  Treasury Reg 301.7122-1(b)(2): 
• Offer amount will be RCP
• Doubt as to Collectibility with Special Circumstances is similar to ETA but TP cannot pay 

balance in full but wants to reduce RCP for hardship reasons.

• Doubt as to Liability – you get another bite at the apple.
• Reviewed by exam, not collection.
• No fee or 433 required.

• Effective Tax Administration/OIC with special circumstances
• “The availability of an ETA offer encourages taxpayers to comply with the tax laws because 

taxpayers will believe the tax laws are fair and equitable.”
• Only available if tax is legally owed and taxpayer could pay it in full 
• Economic Hardship/Unjust Not fair
• Public Policy or Equity
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INSTALLMENT AGREEMENT

• Allows you to pay off balance in 72 months

• Cost to enter into plan (As much as $225 down to about $43 for low income 
TPs.) Lower cost for direct debit.

• Good for people with too many assets and not enough hardship.

• Not good for people who qualify for any other collection alternative or who 
owe a low balance and can make payments on their own schedule.

STATE COLLECTION ALTERNATIVES

• The state rarely considers any hardship in any of their calculations.

• They are quick and aggressive.

• They don’t play around.
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OPTIONS

• Installment Agreement

• Garnishment Modification

• Suspended Collection Status

• Temporary Collection Hold

• Settlement Offer

FINANCIAL STATEMENT

• Use Financial Statement form for payment plans, garnishment modifications, 
and Suspended Collection Status.

• Fill out every single square – empty box means rejected financial statement
• Use N/A and $0 as needed.

• Attach 3 months’ bank statements and 3 months’ paystubs

• Attach proof of most other expenses, especially out of pocket medical, 
utilities, etc.

• Perfection and back up documents are key.
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INSTALLMENT AGREEMENT

• Right of taxpayer to be able to enter into an installment agreement found ORS 
305.890 – subject to Director’s discretion.
• “. . . . If the Director of the Department of Revenue determines that the agreement 

will facilitate collection of such liability.”

• NO REGS – all information as to what is accepted and not accepted is from 
experience. 

• Tax Court jurisdiction allowed under Christensen v. DOR, 2017 Ore. Tax LEXIS 45.

• Use financial statement.

• No clear guidance on how much the monthly payment should be.  Lowest 
(from experience) is $25.

GARNISHMENT MODIFICATION

• DOR starts garnishing 30 days after Distraint Warrant issued (unless in a 
payment plan or some other collection alternative).

• Garnishment amount is 25% of net income.  Does not end until debt paid off.
• Fill out financial statement, check “garnishment modification” box and submit 

it with supporting docs. 
• Based on records request – garn mod allows reduction to 60% of disposable 

income with a minimum of 5% net income.
• No clear guidance.  No regs. No info on website.  
• Potential for appeal to tax court based on Christiansen - untested
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SUSPENDED COLLECTION STATUS

• ORS 305.155(2) The department shall offer to suspend collection of an unpaid tax . . 
.  if the department determines that the individual liable for the debt:

• (a) Has income that does not exceed 200 percent of the federal poverty guidelines based 
on the individual’s household size and household members;

• (b) Has less than $5,000 in assets; and [per OAR 150-305-0092, assets do not include 
home debtor lives in, 1 vehicle, grants, scholarships, fellowships, etc. full list in reg.]

• (c) Has income solely from a source that is exempt from garnishment under ORS chapter 
18. (social security, UI, pension, public assistance, spousal support, VA benefits, etc.  Full list 
at ORS 18.845)

• Use financial statement with cover letter.

• Potential for Appeal under Christiansen, untested

TEMPORARY COLLECTION HOLD

• ODR will put a temporary collection hold for up to 6 weeks if cl has 
temporary financial hardship
• Loss of work

• Workplace injury

• TP at poverty level, on public assistance

• Usually can do this over the phone – no need for financial statement

• No statutes or regs for this.
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SETTLEMENT OFFERS

• Statutory Authority under ORS 305.155(3) allowing write offs if “the 
department determines that the administration and collection costs involved 
would exceed the amount that can reasonably be expected to be recovered.”

• Use settlement offer form from ODR website.
• Very similar to Financial Statement
• Requires 5% fee – applied to debt whether offer is accepted or not.
• May or may not receive communication from settlement offer agent if there is 

a problem with your offer.
• Possibility of appeal to tax court under Christiansen, untested.
• Reg at OAR 150-305-0090 says it accepts or rejects based on the taxpayer’s 

ability to pay and then gives factors to determine “ability to pay.”  

BIGGEST ISSUES

• No communication with attorney.  All correspondence goes to taxpayer

• No regs on installment agreements or garn mods

• No notice of decision on installment agreements or garnishment 
modifications– if they accept IA, they will send your client a stack of monthly 
coupons.

• No notice anywhere that taxpayers have the right to go to tax court for 
disagreement with installment agreements.

• No appeal rights for settlement offers or garn mods
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OTHER OPTIONS

• If ODR is not listening:
• Request a declaratory ruling from Director of Department of Revenue.  Currently 

Betsy Imholt  See OAR 150-305-0030.

• Request help from your state legislator’s constituent services office.  If state legislator 
not helpful, Peter Courtney’s office helps statewide as the president of the state 
senate.

IMPORTANT CONTACT INFO

• Taxpayer Advocate Service – 503-265-3591; Fax: 855-832-7118
• IRS Practitioner Priority Line – 1-866-860-4259
• ODR personal income tax line – 503-945-8200 ext. 2
• ODR Practitioner Specialist Contact: Email: prac.revenue@oregon.gov Phone: 

(503) 947-3541
• ODR Settlement Offer contact (currently Nicole N.–

settlement.offer@oregon.gov
• Oregon Low Income Tax Clinics
• Legal Aid Services of Oregon – 503-224-4086

• Lewis & Clark – 503-768-6500
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Sale of a Business
Taxable Sales of Assets and Business 

Interests
Presented by Michael Such

Broadbrush Taxation: Tax Law 
for Non-Tax Lawyers

October 21, 2021

Introduction and Basics
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The Basics

 Two basic business acquisition structures
• Purchase of all (or substantially all) assets of a business
• Purchase of equity interests of entity operating the 

business
 Buyers and Sellers often have different preferences
 Non-tax considerations may control preferred form of 

transaction
 Ownership structures and other circumstances, such as 

equity rollovers, can complicate these basic structures
 Non-taxable transaction structures, such as 

reorganizations

3
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 Sales can result in ordinary income or capital 
gain

 If capital gain, may be subject to preferable long-
term tax rates if held for more than one year

 Certain depreciable property subject to 
recapture, which gives rise to ordinary income

 Character of gain is generally determined at 
seller level, except for disregarded entities

Gain Characteristics

4
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 Three basic entity types for tax purposes:
• Corporation (C corporation or S corporation)
• Partnership
• Disregarded entity

 LLCs are most flexible and can be disregarded 
(default if owned by one person), a partnership 
(default if owned by more than one person), a C 
corporation, or an S corporation (if eligible)

 Entity classification will affect tax treatment and 
available options

Entity Classification

5

Asset Sales

6
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General Tax Treatment – Asset Sale

 Entity will recognize gain or loss on each and every asset that 
is sold
• Disregarded entity – Gain treated as recognized directly by owner
• Partnership or S corporation – Gain recognized at entity level and 

passes through to owner(s)
• C corporation – Gain recognized and subject to tax at entity level

 Gain is (i) amount of sales proceeds plus relief of liabilities 
over (ii) adjusted tax basis in assets

 Entity can distribute proceeds to owners
• Disregarded entity, partnership, and S corporation owners generally 

will not be subject to additional tax on distribution
• If C corporation liquidates after sale, shareholders will have gain 

from liquidating distributions
If C corporation does not liquidated, distributions are treated as 
taxable dividends (to the extent of E&P)

Buyer Benefits of Asset Sale

 Buyer will have cost basis in purchased assets
• More depreciation; less income or gain if sold

 Can pick and choose assets to acquire
 Can avoid assuming liabilities (including 

unknown liabilities)

8
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(A Very Simple) Asset Sale Example

• Assume entity is owned by 2 individuals and owns 3 assets: Equipment, Inventory, and Goodwill
• Total purchase price is $120
• For C corporation example, assume each shareholder has $40 basis in stock and C corporation will 

liquidate upon distribution of proceeds

9

Equipment Inventory Goodwill

Adjusted Tax Basis $25 $20 $0

Allocated purchase 
price

$50 $25 $45

Income/gain $25 (recapture 
ordinary income)

$5 (ordinary 
income)

$45 (capital gain)

Passthrough owner 
taxes

$25 X 37% = $9.25
Per owner: $4.63

$5 X 37% = $1.85
Per owner: $0.93

$45 X 20% = $9
Per Owner: $4.50

C corporation 
(entity level) taxes

$25 X 21% = $5.25 $5 X 21% = $1.05 $45 X 21% = $9.45

C corporation 
(shareholder) taxes

Cash proceeds after taxes: $120 – (5.25+1.05+9.45) = $104.25
Per shareholder gain: $52.13 - $40 = $12.13
$12.13 X 20% = $2.43

Equity Sales

10
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 Purchase of stock, partnership interests, or LLC membership interests
 Gain is (i) amount of sales proceeds plus relief of liabilities over (ii) owner’s 

adjusted tax basis in stock, partnership interests, or LLC membership interests
 Single level of tax at owner level
 Generally capital gain treatment

• May be subject to preferable long-term tax rates if held for more than one year
• Partnership sales may give rise to ordinary income (“hot assets” including 

recapture)
 Purchase of disregarded entity equity interests treated as purchase of assets 

owned by (and assumption of liabilities of) disregarded entity
 Partnership-Specific  

• Rev Rul 99-6 – Different treatment for buyer and seller
 Corporation-Specific

• Entity will have built in gains on assets

General Tax Treatment – Equity Sale

11
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• Assume entity is owned by 2 individuals and owns 3 assets: Equipment, Inventory, and Goodwill
• Total purchase price is $120
• Assume each equity owner has $40 basis in equity interest
• C corporation and S corporation owners: $60 - $40 = $20; $20 X 20% = $4

(A Very Simple) Equity Sale Example

12

Partner’s overall 
gain 

Section 751 Gain 
“Hot Assets” 
(entity-level calculation)

Partner’s Capital 
Gain or Loss

Adjusted Tax Basis $40 $50 
($25 equipment; 
$25 inventory)

N/A

Allocated 
purchase price

$60 $80
($50 equipment; 
$30 inventory)

N/A

Income/gain $20 $30 
($25 equipment; 
$5 inventory)
$15 per partner

$20 - $15 = $5 
capital gain
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 Treat a stock sale as an asset sale for tax 
purposes

 Requirements
• Qualified stock purchase (80% or more)
• From affiliated group or target is an S corporation
• Election (Form 8023 for 338(h)(10); agreement 

between parties for 336(e))

Corporation Specific Issues 
Section 336(e) and 338(h)(10) Elections

13
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 50% to 100% gain exclusion, depending on year 
stock acquired

 Limitation - $10 million aggregate or 10X adjusted 
basis of QSB stock sold during taxable year

 Requirements
• Original Issue from C corporation
• Corporation’s gross assets don’t exceed $50 million 
• More than 5-year holding period
• Beware redemptions (before or after issuance) and 

transfers and exchanges of QSB stock

Corporation Specific Issues 
Section 1202 Qualified Small Business Stock

14
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Other Issues

15

Liabilities

 General Rule – Assumption of liability is treated as 
additional purchase price

 Asset Sales 
• If purchase assets subject to liability, then treated as additional 

amount paid to seller
 Equity Sales

• Partnership – Partners treated as relieved of debt held by 
partnership, which is treated same as additional cash received 
in transaction

• Corporation – Owners do not realize additional amounts as a 
result of corporate debt

Exception for Section 336 or Section 338 elections treated 
as asset sale
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Installment Sales
 If payments will be made in more than one tax year, then 

installment sale treatment generally applies
• This can include payments for earnouts and escrows paid in later 

years
 Allows recognition of gain in year payment actually received 

• Cannot report losses on installment method
• Amount of recognized gain each year based on amount of 

payments in the relevant tax year compared to all payments 
expected under the sales agreement

• Does not apply with respect to all property (e.g., inventory or 
recapture amounts)

 Seller may elect out of installment method and recognize all 
gain in year of transaction

 Issues can arise if note is at entity level and want to distribute 
out to seller owners
• Special rules for S corporation distributions to shareholders

17

Even More Issues

 Purchase price allocations
 Section 280G (golden parachutes)
 Section 197 intangibles
 Step-Transaction and Substance-Over-Form
 State and local taxes
 State income taxes often follow federal treatment
 Watch out for sales and use taxes, gross receipts taxes, 

commercial activity taxes and real estate transfer taxes

18
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Michael Such

Associate Attorney
(503) 294-9888

michael.such@stoel.com

Questions?
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SEATTLE                                                PORTLAND                                                WASHINGTON, D.C. NEW YORK                                                SPOKANE                  BEIJING

TAX CONSEQUENCES OF REMOTE WORK 
IN THE COVID-19 ERA AND BEYOND

Oregon State Bar - Broadbrush Taxation: Tax Law for Non-Tax Lawyers
October 21, 2021
Peter A. Evalds 

This presentation is intended for informational purposes only 
and does not contain or convey legal advice.

foster.com

Remote Work

 Prior to COVID – cross-border situations

 Post-COVID – everywhere

2
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foster.com

Tax Considerations

3

foster.com

Tax Jurisdictions

 States

 Local Jurisdictions

 Foreign countries

4
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foster.com

State and Local Tax Regimes Implicated

 Income taxes 

 Gross receipts taxes

 Sales and use taxes

5

foster.com

State Tax Regimes Implicated—Oregon

 Corporate Excise/Income Tax

 Personal Income Tax (withholding)

 Corporate Activity Tax

6
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Local Tax Regimes Implicated—Oregon

 Portland Clean Energy Surcharge Tax

 Portland Business License Tax

 Multnomah County Business Income Tax

 Metro Supportive Housing Services Tax

 Multnomah County Preschool for All Tax

 TriMet/Lane County Transit Taxes

7

foster.com

State and Local Tax Regimes Implicated—Washington 

 B&O Tax

 Sales and Use Tax

8
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foster.com

Tax Issues

 Nexus

 Apportionment

 Withholding

9

foster.com

NEXUS

10
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foster.com

Nexus

 Income taxes 

 Gross receipts taxes

 Sales and use taxes (Wayfair)

11

foster.com

Nexus (continued)

 Federal constitutional requirement

 Minimum connection

 Physical nexus

 Economic nexus

 Factor Presence

 Public Law 86-272

12
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Nexus—Oregon 

 “Substantial nexus” standard - OAR 150-317-1010

 Continuous and systematic contacts

 Deliberate marketing or solicitation 

 Filing/required to file reports or returns

 Significant gross receipts – customers 

 Significant gross receipts – intangible property 

13

foster.com

Nexus—Oregon (continued)

 Other benefits –
 Laws providing protection of business interests or regulating 

consumer credit
 Access to courts and judicial process to enforce business 

rights, including debt collection and intellectual property rights
 Highway or transportation system access for transport of 

corporation’s goods or services
 Access to educated workforce in Oregon
 Police and fire protection for property in Oregon that displays 

the corporation’s intellectual or intangible property

14
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foster.com

Nexus—Oregon (continued)
 Presence of teleworking employees not treated as “relevant 

factor” when making nexus determination, if absent COVID-19, 
regularly based outside Oregon between March 8, 2020 and 
expiration of notice.

 Notice expires later of:
  Expiration date of Oregon Executive Order 20-67;
 Expiry of emergency declaration, stay at home or similar 

government order related to COVID-19 and issued by state 
government for employee’s assigned work location; or
 December 31, 2021.

https://www.oregon.gov/dor/Pages/COVID19.aspx
15

foster.com

Nexus—Oregon Local Tax Regimes

 Portland Clean Energy Surcharge Tax

 Portland Business License Tax

 Multnomah County Business Income Tax

 Metro Supportive Housing Services Tax

 Multnomah County Preschool for All Tax

 TriMet/Lane County Transit Taxes

16
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foster.com

Nexus—Washington 

 Physical presence 

 One employee sufficient

 Economic presence

 $100,000 in gross receipts sourced or attributed to Washington

 No known DOR COVID nexus guidance

17

foster.com

Nexus—Preemption and Model Acts

 Remote and Mobile Worker Relief Act (S.3995) (June 2020)
 Exclude temporary presence
 Apportion/source to primary work location
 Based on Mobile Workforce State Income Tax Simplification 

Act (30-day threshold before state could impose income tax on 
nonresident employee's wages)

 Model Mobile Workforce Statute 
 Adopted by MTC in 2011
 20-day threshold 
 Only ND has adopted so far

18
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foster.com

Apportionment

 Three-factor – payroll, property, sales

 Single-sales factor

 Market-based vs. Cost-of-performance

 State vs. local jurisdictions

19

foster.com

Apportionment—Oregon and Washington

 Single sales factor

 Market-based apportionment

 But note:  Local jurisdictions – two-factor (RCW 35.102.130).

20
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foster.com

Apportionment—Oregon Local Tax Regimes

 Portland Clean Energy Surcharge Tax

 Portland Business License Tax

 Multnomah County Business Income Tax

 Metro Supportive Housing Services Tax

 Multnomah County Preschool for All Tax

 TriMet/Lane County Transit Taxes

21

foster.com

Withholding

 Income tax on employee wages - state of residence and any 
state where employee works 
 Credits for taxes paid or withheld in other states

 Some states impose withholding requirements only if employer 
does business in state or has economic nexus

 Other states provide that payment of wages to employee for work 
in state triggers employer registration and withholding 
requirements

 Compliance review required
 Working in multiple states
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Other States
 Some states (MA, NY, AR, DE, NE and PA) tax non-residents for 

work they do from home for in-state employers (“convenience of 
the employer”)

 Connecticut taxes nonresidents who work from home but only if 
home states also do

 NH sued MA in May 2021
 SCOTUS dismissed case
 MA announced would stop targeting workers in NH starting 9/13
 NH now waives income tax requirements for out-of-state 

businesses temporarily performing work during state of emergency 
(ended earlier this summer)
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Other States (continued)
 Some states continue to excuse income taxes on nonresident 

workers who work remotely from the state during the pandemic
 SC – end of year
 KS – employer choice based on primary work location through 2022

 In other states, relief has or will soon run out
 PA – earlier this summer
 RI – extended through September
 NJ – temporary relief expires in October
 Administration previously instructed employers to withhold 

income based on where business operates, not employee’s 
residence, and waived nexus requirement
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Other States—New York

 No COVID relief

 Widened enforcement

 149k audit letters

 $100k income

 NJ credit
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Employer Tax Savings

 State and local taxes based on where work performed

 New York Unincorporated Business Tax (4%)

 Seattle Jumpstart tax (1.4% to 2.4%)

 San Francisco 

 Payroll expense tax (0.38%)

 Gross receipts tax (up to 0.56%)

 Homelessness tax (0.6%)
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Non-Tax Considerations
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Authority To Do Business

 Registration with Secretary of State

 Threshold Requirements

 Exclusionary Definitions

 Consequences of Failure to Register
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Presence for Disputes

 Mere presence may be sufficient to subject employer to 
jurisdiction for lawsuits
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Business Licenses

 May be separate requirement

 Secretary of State, Department of 
Licensing, Department of Revenue
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Local Government Registration Requirements

 For the employer 

 Tax registrations

 Business license requirements

 Industry-specific
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Local Government Registration Requirements (continued)

 For the Employee 

 Home occupation license

 Business license

 Industry-specific
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Workers’ Compensation Insurance

 Statutory schemes

 State-run, private insurer, self-insure

 May be able to add to existing policy

 Presence of employee

 Number of employees

 Type of employer

 Penalties for noncompliance 
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Unemployment Insurance

 Statutory schemes
 State-run
 Experience-rating or reimbursement 

(public employers)
 Presence of employee
 Number of employees
 Type of employer
 Penalties for noncompliance 
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Employee Benefits

 Group health plans and provider networks
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Labor and Employment Laws

 Wage and hour rules 

 Payroll records retention

 Access to personnel file

 Pre-hire criminal background check

 Meals and breaks
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Labor and Employment Laws (continued)

 Payroll requirements

 Vacation, sick, and family leave rules

 Termination of employment

 Noncompetition

 Trade secrets
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Tracking Work Locations

 Vehicles, phones, computers

 Self-reporting

 Consent

 Managing expectations

 Privacy law considerations 
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Foreign Countries

 Tax compliance

 Canada Bill C-21

 EU Posted Workers Directives

 Registration requirements

 Employment law considerations
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Questions?
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Contact
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Peter A. Evalds
Portland
Peter.evalds@foster.com
503.553.3104

Foster Garvey’s Tax Blog (Larry’s Tax Law)
For more in-depth information on the tax aspects of hiring and 

retaining remote workers, as well as other tax topics, visit our firm’s 
tax blog at LarrysTaxLaw.com

SEATTLE                                                PORTLAND                                                WASHINGTON, D.C. NEW YORK                                                SPOKANE                  BEIJING

This presentation is intended for informational purposes only and does not contain or convey legal advice.
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